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. MATTER IN HANDS OF
THE RURAL DELEGATES
GOV. PATTISON WAS ELECTED
AS REFORMER ON TEMPER-
ANCE LINES AND THE
IDEA LIVES.
Fight to Ffe Made Also to Throw
Johason Down As Party
Leader.
Columbus, O., Aug. 21.—County
local option has taken, the centre of
the stage in the preliminary act of
the democratic state convention, a
nd
the prospects seem to be vrey good
for a tight on the floor of the conveu-
rim over the subject. The decision
Will probably. ,rest with the county
delegates, who begin to appear to-
day. and their positioo, is unknown.
It wail through following the prin-
ciples of the late Gov. Paulson that
this quest osa was brought into so
great prominence. Ile was a warm
temperance advocate, and his election
ssa• brought. about last year through
(lit endorsement of the Anti-Saloon
League and other like organizations.
Death Prevented.
His sickness and death prevented
the carrying out of some of his
Polk es, and now the strongest force
!n the convention is that which ap-
proves and would support his views.
These are acceptable on all points
but one but on county option there
is a wide divergence of opm on. and
the co-ca led liberal wing of the party
ha. announced its intention of fight-
ing, even on the floor of the conven-
tion, against such endorsement.
County option talk has superseded
all d scussion of an alleged plan to
overthrow Mayor Tom Johnson of
However, word from Clevelans
is to the effect that Mayor
Johnson expresses confidence in se-
curing certain planks in the platform,,
and says he will be satisfied with
that
Candidates.
etandidatee are still of secondary
Interest and w II come in for more
dciosion after the p'atform has been
framed and the campaign organ com-
pleted.
The programme calls for a night
session to open the convention, but
the preliminary work will be out of
the way by then, and the temporary
organization could easily be, mad
permanent. During the afternoon the
varons delegations will choose repre-
sentatives on the several committees,
which will at once organize and be
ready to report before the opening
of the first session at 7:3o o'clock to-
night
TRACTION MEN ESCAPE JAIL
Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company
Officials Get Habeas' Corpus.
New York, Aug. 21.—Two high
officials of the Brooklyn Rapid com-
pany, Dow S. Smith. its general sup-
erintendent, and William New-
berry, its chief inspector, late today
escaped commitment to jail on
charges growing out of the recent
disturbances along the company's
lines to Coney Island over the queas.
t on of a double fare to that resort.
After having been held without bail
to await the action of the Kings
county grand jury their counsel had
Supreme Court Justice Jaycox release
-them on a bond of $2,50o on a writ
.of habeas corpus. John F. Calder-
wood, vice president and general
manager of the company, and Tim-
.othy F. Williame, its treasurer, were
a,lso held in $3,000 hail.
NECiRESS DIES AT 120 YEARS
Insisted She Had Seen George Wash-
ington Many Times.
Ottawa, Kan., Aug. at.—Mahala
Lewis, a negress said to be too years
*ld, died here last night. She could
tell many incidents in the life of
George Washington, whom she in-
sisted she had 'ken-many times. Mrs
Lewis was a native of Virginia and
was unable to read or write.
MANY DIVORCES ARE V
OID
Failure to Enter Decrees Discovere
d
By Investigators in New York-
New York, Aug. 21.—Discovery was
made today by investigators for 
the
United States census bureau who are
looking up divorce statistics in this
city that many of the divorce dec
isions
in the old enact of common pleas are
inoperative because no decree hiss 
been entered upon the records. I
n
hundreds of cases in which, the cou
rt
has ordered that decrees of divorce 
or
separation should issue the order for
judgment has not been submitted 
to
the court by counsel for the su
cces-
dui party. Thue no final order cou
ld
issue.
It is believed that in many such
cases the parties to the divorce have
been married again. It was stated
yesterday that such marriages are
void and can only be legalized- by ac-
tion of the legislature and that much
confusion and inconvenience to the
interested parties is certain to ensue.




Chilean Earthquake Wrecks Juan Fer-
nandez, lust Off the Coast.
New York. Aug. 21.—A report
reaches this city that the South Amer-
ican earthquake destroyed the island
of Juan Fernandez, off the Chilean
coast.
It belonged to Chile, and on it were
a penal settlement and a fort.
To millions of persons news of the
sinking of the island of Juan Fernan-
dez will come with a sense of personal
loss; for that is the islanad made
famous by Daniel de Foe as the scene
of the thrilling adventures of "Robin-
son Crusoe." a romance dear to every
youthful heart.
That immortal story is not wholly 3
work of fiction. It was based on the
adventures of an English private
named Alexander Selkirk, with whom
De Foe became acquainted after he
had been rescued from his long stay
on the island of San Juan Fernandez.
Alexander Selkirk, the hero of
"Robinson Crusoe." was born nearly
aoo years ago in Fifeshire. Scotland.
He ran away to set and joined a pri-
vate expedition to the South seas. In
1704, while aboard the Cinque Port‘,
a sort of pirate ship, he quarreled with
the captain, and, at his own request
was put ashore on an unexplored
island, which has since been called
Juan Fernandez. Many of the adven-
tures ascribed to Robinson Cruene
notably the salvage of stores from. a
wrecked ship and the terror inspired




What Congress Did in the Way of
Parceling Out the Money.
ANOTHER FLASH 133.000 POUNDS




Washington. Aug 21.—According tO
a statement issued Montay by Thos.
P. Cleaves and Jas. C. Courts, chief
clerks respectively of appropriations„
congress at its last session appropri-
ated for the fiscal year too7 nearly a
billion dollars. The exact amount is
$879.559 t85.16, representing an in-1
crease of $59,4o4.sso.2o over the sum
appropriated the last session of the
fifty-eighth congress for 1506. The
largest item is contained insAlse-
propriation for the poetoffice depart-
ment, the amount allotted being
$191405.91)&75.
The next largest sum was giver for
pensions. the money appropriated
amounting to $40.245 coo, or nearly
twice as much as was allowed. for the
support of the army, and over
()mono more than was granted for the
naval establishment.
Of the net increase of $50.404.‘50.20
over tir6, it is said $42.447.20toR was
for the isthmian canal, the balance be-
ing accounted for through the appro-
priations for the carrying out of the
meat inspection law, the continuance
of contraas for river and harbor work,
the reorganization of the diplomatic
and coostAar service and the extension
of the rural free delivery service.
Britain's new record-breaking bat-
tleship, tIle Dreadlnonght, is the ninth
vessel of that name belonging CO the
British navy. The first was launched
*out Ism and WI§ in use as late as
1639.
Five Members of the Twelve An-
swered the Call to
Come Together.
The effort of the boars1 of educa-
tion to hold a meeting last night was
another flash in the pan. There were
only five members who answered the
call to be present, these being Dr.
Williamson, the president, and
Trustees Walston, Petter, Troutman
and Pitcher. As there was no
quorum no business could be trans-
acted and the meeting was adjourned
unt 1 Tuesday evening next, when an-
other attempt to hold a session will
be made.
Supt. Leib said it was unfortunats
that there was not a quorum present
ss some very important business
tuber than the oompletion of 'the
corpse of teachers should be attended
to. He said the dealers wanted to
koow if there was to be any change
in the course of study so that they
cond order the books needed. He
also said that it was necessary to
hold a _teachers examination the
fourth Thursday and Friday of this
month, as the law fixes, and further
that the work of printing the revised
rules and regulations was blocked.
moo unfortunately. _Though these
things were all regarded as too im-
portant to longer delay action on
them the members present declared
their inability to do anything because
Of the lack of a quroum of the board.
There was some commeru, both
mild and strong, as to the absent six
who were blocking the business of
the board because of their inability to
control the election of at least one
tezeher for the corps, but there was
no intimation on the part of those
yrese.nt as to any willingness to
settle the election of the one teacher
in dispute rather than take up the
others first or transact the general
business which needs attention.
Tuesday's proposed meeting may
be held and bring a solution of the
eeadlock in the board, but this I.
doubtful from the present otifook.
ANIMALS SPRFAI. RABIES.
Oklahomans Call Newly Found Pest
the "Hydrophobia Skunk."
Lawton. Ok., Aug. 21.—There lives
in the timbered sections of south-
western Oklahoma and in prairie dog
towns of the southwest generally a
peculiar little animal that the scullery
have named the "hydrophobia skunk."
The name is not inappropriate, for it
has been observed that where medical
assistance or other forms of relief
have not been resorted to persons
and animal's biten become affected
with the disease that mad dogs
scatter. The "hydrophobia skunk" is
not larger than an ordinary prairie
dag.
Recently the little daughter of 'W.
J. Greer was awakened about 4
c'elock in the morning with a pecu-
liar sting:ng sensation on her -check
Her screams aroused her father and
when he reached her bedside she was
loigging a "hydrophobia skunk" close
to her breast. Upon examination it
that the animal had bitten
her on the chin. The child was
taken immed ately to a madstong at
i town near by and has a fair chance
for recovery.
These animals are frequeney found
in houses in some points of the
southwest though they are seldom
known to inflict a bite.
Funeral Announcement
This afternoon at 3 o'clock, at the
home of -the deceased, 102f4 South
Fifth street, Rev. Mr. Bourquin, pas-
tor of the German Evangelical
church, will conduct services over the
remains of Henry Voight, whose
death at an early hour yesterday
morning was mentioned in our last
issue. The burial will be at Oak
Grove cemetery and all friends are
invited to attend the services with-
out further notice.
The pall bearers will be Roscbe
Wise. Ed Seamott. Walter Firsell,




FOR THIRTY MILES. 
All Traces of the Powder-House
Gone, Not One Stone Being
Left.
Badding, Cal., Aug. 21.—Thirty-
three thousand pounds of dynamite
contained in a powder-house situated
near the railroad and a quarter of a
mile east of Yreka was exploded Sun-
day by three boys, who were using
the powder-house for a target for their
guns. A bullet probably entered the
building through a ventilator hole.
The boys were Carl Schmitt, aged 14;
Jesse Crawford, aged 12, and Bertie
Holland. aged 13.
Schmitt and Crawford_ were blown
to atoms, and Holland. with a piece
of iron through his head and shoul-
ders, is still alive, but will die.
The explosion swept away all trace
of the stone powder-house, tore out
a thoioanel feet of the track of the
Yreka ife Montague Railroad de-
stroyed eight spans of telephone and
telegraph lines, tore a hole fifteen feet
deep where the powder-house stood,
and shook all of Yreka as though by
an earthquake.
Windows throughout the town were
shattered and chimneys so badly
cracked that the mayor has issued
orders that no fires b kindled
stoves until the Chimneys have Eeed`
inspected and repaired.
Search for the Victims.
After the first excitement following
the explosion had subsided a search
for the dead and wounded was made
by hundreds of citizens who flocked
to the scene. Bertie Holland was
picked up unconscious a hundred
t yards from the powder-house. His
head awl upper part of his body were
I badly bruised and a piece of rail-
luoad iron was imbedded in his skull.
the wonder was that he was not
dead.
No trace of the bodies of Carl
Schmitt and Jesse Crawford could be
found, except that a human foot and
3 piece of backbone were picked up
on the hillside 250 yards away. Two
Ate and a shoe were found over the
Persons who passed the powder-
house a few minutes before the ex-
plosion say there was a fourth boy
in the crowd, but this is probably a
mistake, as no trace can be discov-
ered. Some idea of the terrific force
of the explosion may be had from the
fact that two pieces of railroad iron
were hurled two miles
H.eard Thirty Mlles.
E. N. Stevenson was driving along
the road near the race track, ten miles
sway. One of his horses was the:own
to the ground and he was knocked out
of his buggy. The report of the ex-
plosion was heard thirty miles away
and the earth shook at a distance of
eighteen miles. Not a stone of the
powder-house was left to mark its
site
The town of Yreka was cared from
the flying debris by Bacher Rill,
which served ae a shelter. Stones
railroad iron, ties and telephone poles
were all shot in a direction oppoe;te
from Yreka. Rowever, it was noticed
an hour later in Yreka that a fine
volcanic sand hat: settled on furniture
in rooms where the doors were open
at the time of the explosion-.
The damage to property in Yreka
w44 run initostitornsandx of-dollies s.td
was, caused by —•• -
by the flying missiles.
NO COMPROMISE IN ZION.
Dowie Says Negotiations Between
Himself and Volts,* Are Off.
Chicago, Aug. at.—John Alexander
Dowie said last night that all nego-
tuitions between himself and Wilbur
Glenn Voliva for settlement of the
Zion City tangie had been declared
off. Dowie issued a statement last
night, in which he says:
"All the attempts at negotiations
have ended in failure. I made a
clean-cut proposition, but Voliva arfid
his adherents refused to consider it.
Then I offered to consider a proposi-
tion from them, but it was stated
twice they had pone to offer. Hence
negotiations closed, and, there is
nothing more at this time to say."
VOL. kJ, NUMBER 103
CLEAR-CUT ISSUE
ght in Drawing Indictments
Agiinst Standard Oil Company.
---
Chicago, Aug. si.—In preparing the
indictments upon which the Standard
Oil Company is to he tried for ac-
cepting rebates, the government at- BOTH
torneys are making especial effort to, BE
end a t Isso‘4' nifeC s
Wiednssday. District Attorney Sulli-
van, of Cleveland, has been suns-
moned, and in company with Assist-
ant Attorney General' Pagin, Special
Prosecutor Morrison and his assist-
ants, will examine each indictment
carefully and endeavor to draw it as
to prevent it being quashed on a tech-
nicality.
In order to give the attorneys all
the time needed, both juries adjourned
yesterday. until Thursday morning,
when it is believed they will make




President Likely to Demand String\ent
Restricting Law After Election.
Washington, Aug. 21.—A sweeping
investigation of all phases of the im-
migration ouestion has been ordered
by President Roosevelt, with a vie
w
to making the subject a theme of his
message to congress when that body
reconvenes in December.
t
inveetcyrii.re now abroad inquiring
Ino the mhM 100 
ihe steam-
compatiied tO Stew* the echttint-
ly increasing numbers of foreigners
that are brought into the United
States. The commissioner of immi-
gration, Mr. 'Sargent, is directing an
investigation within the borders of
this country. A complete report upon
the character, qualityQand number of
immigrants coming into the United
States is desired by the president.
Terrence V. Powderly, former com-
missioner of labor, and Robert P.
Wlatchorn, chief immigration inspec-
tor at New York. are in charge of the
work abroad. They are now in Eu-
rope. Six men are with them. The
inquiry was begun secretly. and, it is
understood, is now approaching com-
pletion.
A point-blank recommendation from
the president in favor of limiting im-
migration will not cause surprise. It
is well understood in Washington
that he believes in a much more strin-
gent examination into the character





ing a head tax and a neducational test
on immigrants has been passed by the
senate. It we !emasculated in the
home, and was allowed to lie in con-
ference between the two houses when
they adjourned. Speaker Cannon and
Representative Sherman, of New
York, chairman of the republican con-
gressional campaign committee, vigor-
ously opposed the mea-ure on the
ground that it wcaild earn the hostility
of the foreign-born element of our
population and bring down the opposi-
tion of the Catholic influence upon the
republican party.
After the fall elections the political
atmosphere will be cleared, and it :s
probable that the president will de-
mand a law even more radical than
that which was passed up to the house
by the senate last winter.
DIAMONDS SOUGHT
IN KENTUCKY SOIL'
Capitalists Believe They Have Located
Rich Field.
Lexington, Ky., Aug. 21 —Capital-
ists in Cincinnati and Portsmouth, 0.,
have begun operations to mine for dia-
monds in Elliott county, locating an
equipment costing Stonces
Experts say that twenty different
minerals have been discovered and
that Dr. David Draper, a geologist
who gained a reputation in South
Africa, has made a report on the terri-
tory which is highly satisfactory. The
Kimberite rock has been found at a
depth of twenty feet, and it is said
that it covers on arear of TOO square
milee. The Kinsherlite found is ex-
actly like that`fotind in South Africa
and the experts say the Kentucky
field, if it pane out, will he found to
'ILLINOIS DEMOS.
FIGHT1110 HARD





WILL BE INDORSED BY SULLI-
VANITES WHETHER HE DE-
SIRES THIS OR NOT, SO
THEY SAY.
The Fight Simplified by the Offer
of Sullivan to Permit All
Resolutions.
Peoria, Ill., Aug; v.—The demo-
cratic state convention met today for
the purpose of nominating candidates
for state treasurer, state superintend-
ent of public instruction and three
trustees of the University of Illinois.
In reality, however, the convention
was more of a fight for the control
of the state party machine between
the factions headed by National Com-
mitteeman Roger C. Sullivan of Chi-
cago and the immediate followers of
William J. Bryan, who, in successive
letters, has asked the resignation of
Sullivan from the national committee
on the ground that his election 
was
improperly obtained two years ago.
Sullivan Ind AO mil), rehsia 16 re—
i sign, 
11;itt he and his friends resent
What they term the interference of
Mr. Bryan in their state pr1144.71 _.
-sae
Toth COltfident.
Before the convention both sides
predicted success. Sullivan claiming
that he enntrolled r,.too out of the
1,650 delegates, aid the Bryan people,
who are headed by Judge Owen
Thompson of Jacksonville and Con-
gressman William T. Rainey, giving
no figures but asserting confidently
1 that they controlled the situation.They declared that unless the con-
vention followed the whihes of Mr.
Bryan and repudiated Sullivan they
would fight to the last against any
indorsement of Bryan by the conven-
tir'ilSullivan declared, mn the other hand,
that Bryan would be indorsed whether
he liked it or not. The indications
at the opening of the convention were
for a long 'end, hard fight, with a
superabundance of heated oratory.
Simplifies Fight.
Just prior to the convention, how-
ever, the Sullivan people agreed that
they would interpose no obstacle to
the introduction of a resolution into
the convention condemning Sullivan
and asking for his resignation from
the national committee. This was sat-
isfactory to Rainey and Thompson,
and the chances of a hard fight in this
direction were obviated.
"They can bring in any sort of a
resolution they want," said Sullivan.
"Wthat will happen to their resolution*
is another matter. We have the votes
to control the convention, and when
it is over there will he no complaint
about 'gag' rule."
SENTENCE IS PASSED.
On Negro Murderers in Knox
• County, This State.
Barbourville, Ky., Aug. 21 —Sen-
tehce was passed yesterday upon 
Jesse Fitzgerald- and Annie Henson,
the negro murderers of Mrs. Robert
Broughton. Motions for new trials
wee made but were overruled.
Fitzgerald was sentenced to hang
September 21. The execution will be
private and w be observed only by
the legal number. Troops will prob.
ably be on duty to prevent any
demonstration. When Sentence wai
passed Fitzgerald laughed. He con-
tinues to present small nooses to
soldiers as souvenirs. The Frankfort
and Lexington troops leave today.
SNOWFALL STOPS TOURISTS
Severe Storms Sweep Over Austria-
Hungary and Alps.
Vienna, Aug. 21.—Severe thunder
Storms and hailstorms occurred Sun-
day and today in many parts of
Austria' and Hungary. A great deal
of snow fell in the 'Alps and many
Tourists are snowed up in shelter huts
be much larger than the African fields. there.
'
CHILE NOW ! city of Memphis, by which he seeks
phis Street •Railway company and the
to recover $15,000 alleged to be due
him as damages to his place of busi-
RECOVERING ness and residence because of the ac-
1 tions of the defendants or of their
agents.
The plaintiff alleges that during the
past few weeks he has been injuredLATEST REPORTS CONFIRM to the amount sought by having in-ESTIMATES OF LOSSES gress and egress to his home and bus-FROM QUAKE. I mess house shut off to his trade andI friends because of the piling of dirt,
I cement, ties and other stuff of like
Thousands Were Killed in Valparaiso character by his sidewalks and the
and in the Surrounding tearing up of the street adjacent toCountry. his property.
New York. Aug. 21.—The earth-
quakes in Chile have ceased, the re-
sultant fires have been extinguished.
and people of the two cities, Valpa-
raiso and Santiago, are taking organ-
ized steps to relieve sufferings, care
for the wounded and and bury the
dead. The period of succor has ea-
tered.
Dispatches received from Chile to-
day tend to show that the first esti-
mates of casualties and material dam-
age were greatly exaggerated, and
that the people of Valparaiso are be-
coming calmer. The fear of further
shocks has been removed by a state-
ment issued from the observatory, and
today it became possible for the first
time to organAze relief work and be-
gin a systematicr search of the ruins
for the dead.
Santiago is coming to the rescue
of her suffering sister. Public sub-
scriptions have been opened for mon-
ey, clothing and provisions and the
capital is caring for all refugees from
Valparaiso who make their way across
the mountains.
The government is putting down
pillage, wherever it breaks out, with
troops.
It is still impossible to reach any
correct estimate of the dean and in-
jured. The reports from Chile are
most conflicting. A large section of
the country, however, was visited
by the catastrophe, and cabled esti-
mates of casualties refer in some in-
stances to particular localities, no-
tably Valparaiso, and in others evi-
dently to the entire district Which
suffered from the shock. The number
of dear! in Valparaiso doubtless will
run into the hundreds and for the en-
tire country porbably into the thous-
ands. The property damage is esti-
mated at from two hundred to three
hundred million dollars.
.Relief is being organized with Sys-
Washington After "Grafting" Direc
tors.
Washington, D. C., Aug. 20.—The
•
treasury department proposes to make
an example of national bank directors
who, by constantly ignoring the law
threaten the solvency of the banks
with which they are connected. Here-
after the law regulating the making
of loans by national banks is to be
rigidly enforced, and the first liark
that violates it will have is charter
forfeited.
This statement was made by an cil-
ficial of the treasury while discussing
the failure of the First National Bank
of Chelsea, Mass.
The admission was made at the
treasury department that two-thirds
of the banks 'habitually disregard the
limitations of the law in regard to the
amounts of loans that may be made
The department is regularly informed
of these violations of law, which are
duly reported to the controller of the
currency by bank examiners. It has
long been the custom of the centroll-
er's office to condone the offending
bank's attention to the excess loans
and perhaps an admonition to avoid
a repetition of the offense, nothing ist
dlone.
In other N, ords the treasury depart-
ment winks at violations of the law
which every now and thee wrecks a
bank The only punishment that can
be meted out to directors who im-
peril the safety of 'banks by lending
amounts of money in excess of the
lawful allowances is to secure the for-
feiture of their charters. This is a
step which controllers of recent years
considered too drastic to be taker.
with the result that not a single bank
has been subject to anything more
severe than a reprimand.
A new policy has been decided upon
by Comptroller of the Currency
Ridgely. Hereafter 'he will require
tern, and the government has taken banks to live strictly up in the law
complete control of the situation. The and to convince the banking world
foreign legations are active in relief that he is in earnest. the comptroller
measures, as are private persons. and it is said, will inflict the full penalty
the-greatest energy is bein gdevoted to —forfeiture of charter--on the first
The government has authorized the 
b directors willfully violategetting in supplies for the destitute. ank whose 
the law limiting the making ofsloans
provincial governors to spend all mon-
needy in their districts. The funds 
Church Parades in Mem*ey necessary for the relief of the co.
Seriou ly isconcerting was my die-subscribed in Iquique to celebrate the 
d
e!ection of Pedro Miont to the pres - 
covery, on my first Suntiay. that the
church parade in San Francisco—andency will be expended to relieve the 
ancient institution of the capitalsufferers. Public relief subscriptions 
---had
h lost its most 
entrancing distinctionave been opened in Buenos Ayrs and 
from church parades elsewhere. Inthe Argentine government will pass 
the days that are dear to my mein-an appropriation to the same end 
ory the ornate youth of the city linedChile will ask its congress for money 
for the reconstruction of Valparaiso. up 
against the house fronts—with th?
look 
of uncapped caryatides—andFood and water are both very scarce, 
along the narrow pavement inand many merchants have made ma- 
front
t of them the ladies of the cite' 
stream-erial advances in the price of provi-
gimps ed 'homeward from the 
Churches, clad
The statemetu is made that every 
in seemly black of a richness and
wearing on their heads black lacebuilding at Valparaiso has been dam- 
aged and the city has been described 
mantillas, a garb in which the plainest
as uninhabitable. The. Almendral
of women become a bewitchment and
tnat so ravishingly enhances the beau-quarter and the principal streets are ty of a beautiful woman as to Makemere heaps of ruins. The people still her seem a landfall in the latitude oftfisong the tirrounding hills and dreams. The parade still goes onsea shore and many are leaving the 
is se- 
The young men still stand in theirlocality aa best they may. It caryatid row, and still (very 
somely
hand-ported that at several points the coast
has listed above its former level. The 
, I think, under the existing
t conditions) 
look and even speak theirroops are maintaining perfect order 
-
admiration as the ladies still streamand the military ambulancet are ear past them—but the ladies no longerrying the wounded to the hospitals. 
'ffospital and medical supplies are be. 
wear black, and their grace-giving
ming sent down to Valparaiso from 
lin:701as are gone! To their undo-
they are clad in silks of dynamic
colorings, not always harmonized, and
upon their unhappy heads are the hid-
eously huge hats of the period—and
the result of casting aside a beatoi-
ful racial dress for an ugly passing
fashion is so disastrous that to com-
ment upon it would be not less un-
gallant than unkind. To find the wo-
men of Mexico tbus helping in the
hapless work of uprooting ancient
customs—and in a manner so conspic-
uotisly to their own disadvantage--
was my most painful blow—Hat-
per's Magazine.
Santiago. A commercial crisis is
feared) and very little business is he-
in- done
The English firms located at Val-
paraiso do not appear to have sus-
tained heavy loss, and it does not ap-
pear that any it does not appear that
any foreigners have been killed.
Santiago suffered much less than
Valparaiso. The number of dead in
Santiago is reported at twenty. A
loral relief committee haa been or-
ganTie7,-the street cars have resumed
running and the normal aspect of the
city is rapidly returning. Refugees
from Valparaiso are coming in great-
er ntfmbers every hour. The railroads
are not yet in operation.
It is reported that six or eight
towns in the stricken districts hare
been destroyed, but details are still
lacking. Vina del Mar. which is a
suburb of Valparaiso. is described as
almost entirely in ruins. There are
fifty dead and to no-minded at Taloa.
lkil/any boast's in the Amagada district
collapsed.
lin addition to towns prerions/y
mentioned. Salvador- and Santa Tur-ninn sustained, damage.
SIDEWALK WAS OBSTRUCTED
Seeks Til,"p-C#0 to Fxtent of rs.00l
From Cite and Car Company.
 ssolits Tenn ,. Ana 27—IT. 11
rltmr;1#1i s•rcer who resides on Verse
street, instituted two suits yesterday
In the circuit court against the Mem-
Crusoe's Island Gone.
New York, Aug. 21.—A report has
reached, this city that the South
American earthquake destroyed the
island of Juan Fernandez off the Chil-
ean coast. it belonged to Chile and
on it were a penal settlement and a
fort.
Phi; is the island made famous by
Daniel Defoe as the scene of the
thrilling adventurers of Robinson Cm-
soe.
Oil May Now Go-Uo.
Cleveland, 0.. Aug. 21.—john D
Rockefeller, who last week was con-
linedresult• of an attack of stomach troll- , R orw091 T4' F14 ormtintliter -toto his bed for a 'short lime a s a i • ,ble..was out,today aud came down k. ii. I I -4 ) (
/ %: • 
-6 9town to attend -ir# some business mat-
ters TtIe PtleVefeller stated that he 341 BROADWAY, NEW YOr:K. --# ( --c •was again enjoying his usual inicid •




FEVER. the next legislature.
nIfIty would be 'forthcoming fromYELL 
No Quarantine Wanted.
Birmingham, Ma., Aug. 11.—k spe-
cial to the News from Jackson, Miss.'CASE IS IMPROVING AND NEW
says that Dr. J. F. Hunter, secretary
IBERIA IS NOW BEING of the Mississippi state board of
FUMII GATED.
Dr. Irion Believes That Prompt Ac-
tion Will Prevent Any Spread
and Consequent Scare.
New Orleans. Aug. 21.—Advices
Irons New Iberia, La., 125 miles from
New Orleans, where a negro was re-
ported yesterday to be suffering With
yellow fever, report the arrival early
today of President Irion, of the state
board of health, and members of his
staff. Systematic fumigation and
screening is to be pushed under the
direction of tile health officials. The
fact that the case is in an isolated
square on the outskirts of the toss n
health, said today that there is no
'necessity tor a statae quarantine
against Louisiana on account of the




No theories taught but actual business from the start. Thoroughcources in bookkeeping, shorthand, touch-typewriting, penmanship, cor.#
reapondence, spelling, commercial law, banking, arithmetic, grammar, ctn.Call or write for beautiful new catalog.
PADUCAH CENTRAL
' "We don't want any quarantine if THE BUSINESS COLLEGE 306 BROADWAY
we can help it." said Dr. Hunter. "and
I am 'hoping that no further cases will
be developed. It is iMportaut, howev-
er, to trace the infection to its ori-
gin."
No Uneasiness Felt.
Mlontgomery, Ala., Aug. sar.—
There is no uneahiness here about the
rase of yellow fever at New Iberia.
La, Gov. Jelks does not fear its en-
try into Alabama and trusts .there will
be no necessity for a quarantine. Dr.
U. H. Saridefs, statae health officer,
is in Mlobilei where he will await de-
velopments.
encourages the belief that there will
will control the case.
at New Iberia and no exodus, the
population having faith that science
ports say that there is no excitement 
NO EXPOSURE OF DIVORCES
Officials Say New Figures Arei
Mere Records.
be no further infectiOn. Today's is -
Quarantines have not been imposi d 
Washington, Aug. 21.—In an inter- 'ENDOW; view regarding the dispatch of etn-but temporary indiscriminate travel to ployes to twenty of the largest citiesand from the town will be prohibit-  I
ed. Last year there were sixicen' 
to collect divorce statistics, NrsOilliam
S. 'Rossiter, acting director of thecases of fever there, but it was of a ' census, pointed out that all of thevery mild type. Doctors think the 16o clerks already sent out arc trust-present case is not a decrudlescence of ed employes, sworn to secrecy, andthe fever of last year. It was probab- that "the public will never be any thely imported from some point along wiser as to individual cases when wethe Mexican coast. The absence chic- I have tinislied.ing the forenoon of responses from "Our records." he said, "Nil! ;tatadjoining states to the telegram of even contain the names of the di-Dr. Irion is assumed to be express- vorced persons when they are corn-ive of the confidence of the authorioes plete. It is block statistics that theelsewhere that the New Iberia case government is after, and, nothing else.will be thoroughly handled. I We are simply sending a t orps of menA dispatch from New Iberia says aand women clerks from our officesthe patient is recovering. A confer-1 in this city. as we do continually inence of physicians attended by Dr.: collecting various kinds of statisticsTrion pledged full co-operation withi and they are being install 'd in thethe health officials. Dr. Irion sent a i court houses of twenty of theh largetelegram Ito (Health officer Talbor ctie. where, tinder the direction of aof Texas, asking hi mto come to New; man of the bureau, they will gssIberia and look over the situation, as through the divorce reco-ds of theto which Dr. Trion announces there last twent yyears hurried! • and in ais no occasion for alarm. It was de- business I ke manner ar I take outcided that every house in the city certain cold facts, which will nevershould be fumigated. The New Iberia have any personal signific.-.nce to theboard of trade will meet tonight to bureau or to the public."provide the funds.
Safe Party.- No Stens to Be Taken. Of Mor•hall Field HI, the richestLittle Rock, Ark.. Aug. 21.—Dr. 1 I child in the world, an amtising storyP. Runyan. president of the Aiken- was recently told at Lalo wood, sayssas state board of health, said tonighti the Nrinneapolis Journal The boythat no steps will be taken at present according to the story, approached antoward establishing any kind of a Gold lady in a Lakewood heat.] and saidquarantine in Arkansas on account of to her:
the discovery of a case of yellow fc- "Can you crack nuts?"ver at New Iberia, La. He said be "No. my dear. I can't." the old ladywill watch the situation in Lou:Biagi*, replied. "I lost all my teeth year.and if there should 'be any spread of ago."
the disease to such an extent that "Then," said the little isy. extend-there would be any danger in this ing two handls fall of wa! tuts. "pleasestate. he would call a meeting of the hold thesewhile go and get 30/11eboard, so that prompt steps might be 
re.. 
taken. The board has no money and
(*nId do little at present if it desired "Does 'like produce like?" "Oftit:: Dr Runyan says that if there course." "Then will you please ex-Aotild be any real danger the board Plain why rich food is so apt to pro-would take the necessary action to duce poor health?"—Baltimore Amer-protect the state, feeling that the; ican.
The Only Licensed ,ichael Pawnbrokerg
MONEY LOANED ON ALL VALUABLES
AT LOWEST INTEREST.
SPECIAL BARGAINS in Rage r's Sdverweare, such as Knives!Spoons, Tea Sets, etc. BARGAINS in High Grade Watches—Hamiltonand Bali, B. W. Raymond—one half ....rice.
Just received, nice lot of Bracele ts, odd sizes and 6-size Watches.. salcents on dollars for ten days. 211 BROADWAY.













Saves 25 per cent. ofahe:Operator's
Time which is your time.;
• • •
TheModern Window Decoration
WHILE EQIAL IN DESIGN AND BEAUTY TO
THE FINEST ART GLASS MADE.
IT CAN BE APPLIED TO ANY WINDOW OE
TRANSOM. IT EXCLUDES OUTSIDE VIEW AND
ADMITS THE LIGHT IN THE MOST PLEASING
AND AGREEABLE HUES
IT IS APPROPRIATE IN DINING ROOMS, BAT/11
ROOMS AND FRONT DOORS. IT IS ONE OF TH13!
MOST BEAUTIFUL DECORATIONS OF THE DA'
FOR ALL KINDS OF DECORATIONS. .+J
C. C. Leo, 315 hay,
Before Trading Your




Next to Kentucky Theatre on Ncrth Fifth street they can s are you
money, and take your old wheel In exchange. WE WANT AN UN
LIMITED NUMBER OF SECOND HAND BICYCLES.
Remember this is the cheapest house in town on Bicyles and every-
thing for bicycles. Parts furnished for any make of wheel. Keine/machinists in our repair shop. All work guaranteed.
ANN
Don Gilberto
THE TALKING MACHINE MAN OF PADUCAH.
•
As we are in the midst of hot weather and deeping is a tor-
ture at the present time, and these beautiful moonlights we have
at present. Come one come all and hear his musc at 606 S. 4111.
st., produced by the only talking machine, not only of U. S. but
of the world. The Victor and the Zonophone talking machines
from Sic) to Sion put within the reach of the poor as well as the
wealthy. Remember that these machines are the
Leading Machine of the World
Remember my records for gale are Bin. 35c, to in. 6oc. 12 in.
$ Loo.
We have high class operatic records from Shoo, $2.00, $3.00,
Sa-co, $5.00. All the latest leading opera singers from Addalena
Patti, Mracella Sasembrich, Caftuso and Eourate and Gazorz and
a great many other celebrated ai data el this Mad.. I will play any
piece before purchasing it, se Ian eata see that it is perfect . We
don't seil second hand machines or records.. Every machine is
guaranteed and even. record is perfect and new. We don't give
eiscounts nor CUTS in PRICES. We carry a full stock of
needeta and we will repair your broken machines at liberal prices.
We will take pleasure in expiate lag the mechanism of your Zono-
phone.. I have 5ta0 new and latest music from ragtime to the
most celebrated operas, 'tad from the greatest bands both Am-
erica and Europe and Orcheetrie pieces. My concerts will be
from 7 p. m. to To p. m. No pieces played twice and we Vey
froth as to 100 pieces every night. Remember that you can buy
the Victor machine, it is ho trouble but a pleasure. We will take
plesscure in showing you about either the Victor or Zonoplsone
ma/fines, also care of records.
1 .e.. . T•'-
1"'"'1111
T remain your talking mactiga Meta - 147 
DONIGILBERTO,
T} PAMUUJG MACHINE MAN OF Paducah and don't you

















,s increase of Dividend Only Made Pos-
t t sable by Protection of Ncw
Law.
' New York, Aug. 21.-0q all sides
zesterday savage criticism of E. H.
tatarriman was heard for his withhold-
ing of the announcement of the in-
crease of Union Pacific dividends and
the establishment of a dividend on
Southern Pacific. In Many quarters
v.-ns (1,Oibcrately charged that the
announcement was delayed expressly
for the purpose' that Harriman and
his 'friends might profit millions
manipulation.
So sharp was the comment on what
is generally taken to be a piece of
vicious stock juggling that the fol-
lowing statement waas issued from
the executive offices of the Union Pa-
cific Raliraod company.
The board of directors of the Union
Pacific and Southern Pacific met. on
Wednesday and authorized action
upon dividends by the executive cow.-
imittees. The committees, thottgh did
not meet until 8 p. m. on Thursday
and final notice of the declaration of
the dividends was delivered to the
'secretary of the stock exchange before
Ito a. m. Friday.
In further explanation M. Heller,
assistant secretary of the Union Pa-
cific, said that there had been criti-
• cism of the action of the committees
In not announcing the dividend action
• after their meetings on Thursday. He
• said that this would have offered an
• advantage to the London stock mar-
bet by giving it the first benefit of the
news, and that it was considered fair
to save this advantage for the New
York stock market by withholding the
announcement until Friday morning.
Expressions on Harriman's remark- +
able tactics run in two directions. sis
'The extreme view is one that trie +
thing was wholly unwarranted in the
case of the Union Pacific. It is I-openly
asserted by many that the rate can-
not be maintained for any consider-
able period and that it should never
bare been begun. This is heard in
a*• a section of Wall street where there
Is a lack of imagination or of appre-
ciation of the things with which the
Street has become familiar.
It has been suggested that becau4e
the method pursued is not the ortho-
• 'dos way it need not necessarily be the
# „. wrong way. One prominent railway
lawyer yesterday gave the new rail-
road rate law the credit for the ac-
tion.
"E. H Harriman -never would have
*Bred to put Union Pacific on a to
per cent basis and Southern Pacific
on a 5 per cent basis if the Hepburn
rate bill had been beaten at Washing-
ton," he said. "The rate bill has prac-
tically eliminated the only real danger
to the Harriman system. The same
thing applies to the Pennsylvania and
It s affiliated lines.
"If they can really enforce the law
—and they can with the help of the
44 railroads— the principal reason for
the old policy of one dollar for divi-
0 * ;fends and one dollar for reserves dis-
appears."
• The other trend of comment has to
delo largely with the moral position of
the directors in the matter of their
possess on of advance information on
'questions of great market value to
shareholders. Several of the local
papers are bitter in their denunciation
of the Harriman action.
The cahner attitude is shown in a
financial editorial in the Herald yes-
tet.day morning to this effect:
"It is not likely that one day's, stock 
market has diseounted or begun to re-
'fleet what the financial and investing
world may think of the action of the
Trarriman hoards. The announcement
• snide yesterday is considered an epoch
• e. making event which will have fat--
reaching and potent consequences, the
'extent of which no one can adequately
'measure at this time.
'The method of announcing the div-
idends. the holding back of the in-
formation after the dividends had been
agreed upon, the musing of a short
interest, the exploding of the born.)
at a psychological moment. the panic
of the shorts .the pandemonium of the
-belated, the dollars made and lost by
the gamblers. and other trifling phe-
nomena wh;cli are forgotten next
week will nass with the ill will m-
isted. into oblivion.
"But the act remains to he indeed
us well as its influences on the noli-
icke of. or important premert;es in the
1.1nited States. Tt will he several
weet,ts and more before the influence
rif the Prtion Pacific dividend action
Ia nroneely measured and it will he
-years before The wisdom of the deed
oronerly tested."
soinsates of the w:nrrinros of the
AtVit70 hi nnols in PariAc storks ,,,ry
with.tve.o nereon' one meets. First,
rew" of at least Strkoncsonn elenc-im by7-tarriman4r70ne are about as
near the nrobable facts as any %messes.
- 'Deal
1.i7'rl,•14 11Par,37:riP
An invention for irate,. moltes
".maziks
glass out of the furnaces and rolling
it mechanically has been sold to a syn-
dicate of plate glass manufacturers for
$592,0coo. The inventor is a Belgian
Mir. Fourcault, and the purchasers of
his patent rights are German, French
Belgian and Bohemian manufacturers-
Only high-priced manual labor has
been able to do the worleheretofore.
In making window glass the viscid
glass was drawn out from the fur-
naces and blown into cylinders by
men, and with plate glass the hot
molten mass was cast from pots and
rolled to the desired thickness. The
new mechanical process is ,of course,
much cheaper and quicker. The ma-
chine brings the liquid glass from
the pots and draws It between rollers,
seventeen pairs of which tower above
the pot. The mass of hot glass grad-
ually-cools as it passes between the
rollers, and emerges from them a
great plate of perfect glass, polished
on both sides and of any desired
tliicknesl. Great promi- TS rtre 1; .
cut for this wonderful invention.
- , 
BIG MURDER LIST.
Nearly Sixty Officials Have Been
Killed in Raul&
St. Petersliurg, Aug. 21.—Last
week's statistics show that sft offi-
cials were murdered and 43 wounded
in Russia proper; that so bomb depots
were discovered ;that six safes were
rifled of money, and that 63 persons
were robbed. These official figures
do not take in account the pillaging in
the country, nor do they give the
number of military executions or :ar-
rests of agitators and revolutionists
and there are no figures showing the
number of persons sent into exile. The
St. Petersburg Gazette says that 2300
persons were banished on Saturday
from St. Petersbur galone and that
750 were placed on trains bound for
the interior. Prefect of Police Von
Launitz has declared his intention of
clearing the capital of all "vagabonds.*
The police of this city are being
trained in the handling of rapid-fire
guns.
+ + + + + + + + + + + +
Kentucky Fair Dates.
+++++++++++++++
Kentucky State Fair, Louisville—
September 17-22.
Harrodsburg, August 7-4 thsYs.
Fern Creek, August 14-4 days.
Vaneeburg, August 15-4 der'.
Columbia, August 15-4 airs.
Shepherdsvilie, August 21-4
Lawrenceburg, Aumast 21-4 airs-
Scringfield- August 15-4 &rt.
London, August 211-4 days.
Brodhead, August 15-3 day..
Mt. Olivet. August 14-3 days.
Gutberie, August 23-3 days.
Nicholasville, Atarala 28-3 detYs.
Shelbyville, Astra 38-4 days.
Fiorenve. August 39-4 days
EVAN,. August 30-3 dart.
Elizafietht own. SePteultur 4-3 air*.
Paris September 4-5 days
Bardstown, Septembsr S-4 &Yu-
Montkello, September T1-4 es"
Glasgiow, September 12-4 days.
Sebree, September days.
Hereford. September 19-4 days.
Henderson, Septernber 26-4 days. ,
Falmouth, Septtember 26-4 dark
Pembroke. September 27-3 days. ..
Owensboro. October 3-5 days.
Mayfield, Oetober 3—days.
Excursion Rattes Via. the Southern
Railway trom Louisville.
Denver, Colorado Swings and Pu-
ebla, Col.--$16.00. On sale daily to
September .mtlt, with return limit ef
October just.
Ashville, N. C..—$15.95. On sale
daily the year round, good returning
within six months.'
Low Homeseelcers Rates to many
points in the southwest, west and
points in the ss:athteast, west and
southewst on first and third Tues-
days of each month, June to Nevem,
ber inclusive.
For additional information, tickets
etc., call on any agents of the South-
ern Railway or address,
J. P. LOGAN, T. P. A., tit East
Main street Lexington, Ky.
C. M. MIJNGERFORD, D. P. A.
234 Fourth avenue, Louisville, Ky.
J. C. BEAN, JR., A. G. P. A., St
Loss,
OLD FEUD ENDS IN KILLING
Two Merchants of Adair County Vil-
lage Open Fire on Each Other
With Fatal Resohs.
Columbia, Ky., Aug. M.—Elijah
Burton, a merchant of Vestor, near
here, is in jail here, accused of the
murder of Jim 'Dooley, a rival in busi-
ness. •
It is alleged that the mea fostered
an old grudge, and that Satturday
night Dooley fired at Burton with his
gun, missing him but wounding two
bystanders, Bee Powell, a boy, fa-
tally, and John Powell, who was shot
in the leg.
Yesterday morning Dooley was
found shot dead sear, his home, and
his daughter claims she si, Burton
fire the fatal shot. The latter gave
himself up to the authorities.
Neighbors say that the men had
several quarrels during the past year
resulting in encou-nters which carat
near eliding fatally.
SMILES IN FACE OF FAILURE
Chicago Grocer Jovial in Presence of
Crash That Would Crush
Other Men.
In this story is illustrated the true
character of Chicago's most remark-
able bankrupt. It is not -the failure
says the Examiner, but the man, who
command's attention.
B. R. Eagle, proprietor of a gro-
cery store at to and 21 Randolph
street, was thrown into bankruptcy
proceedings. The amount involved is
probably between $25,000 and $50,-
000.
To the commercial and financial
worlds that is all—another business
man gone to the wall in the battle of
competition.
But go to 'his home. Talk to hints
Watch him.
He smiles. You know it is not an
assumed smile.
1.0 Fay,: "I do not care for mon-
ey." And somehow you are convenced
that he doesn't.
He is merry in the face etf a crash
that would send other men to the
depths of despair, wailing that they
had lost their all.
This Is His Philosophy.
Not he. That is because he has
something that is more to him than
was his wealth—his philosophy of life
his reason for living. It is this:
"All any man can get is enough to
fill his stomach and keep his body
warm. Beyond that, money is for
nothing but the accomplishment of
good."
His devotion to principle, his en-
thusiasm, for the right as he saw it,
led him into a whirlwind of political
effort. Hie endeavored- to clean up
one of the worst wards is the city
He tried to place in the column. of
progressive, intelligent citizenship a
ward the half of whose voters live
in and about saloons of the lowest or-
der. He thought it could be done,
for he had. the hope of an idealist.
In the whirlwind he forgot his busi-
ness. and his business went to ruin.
But he said yesterday:
"I am still a citizen. I still have
principles. I can still stand for the
good and the just in public affairs.
Having all this left me. how can T say
that I have lost much?"
"Can't you send me at least the
ashes of my certificate?" wrote a
bride to. Justice Lawson.
r than have some legal ob-
jection made to his marriage, should
anything happen while he is East,
Charles D. Crowell, a 'business man
of Sacramento, who fifteen years ago
married, Miss Ida May Goodwin in
this city, took out license again in
Oakland and had the knot tied again
by Jest. of the Peace Quinn. Crow-
ell lost his marriage certificate in a
fire.
Steer Trained to Stalk Geese.
(Youth's Companion.)
Tn a number of counties lying on
both sides of the Sacramento river.
in the central' portion of California
the farmers are greatly harassed ev-
ery winter by the depredations of
countless flocks of wild geese, which
swami  the- broad grain field's
and destroy the young, sprouting gram
stalks. lAved, so serious Illas this
annu-1 inezsioa become that nearly
all the Itt ge farms have employes
who regularly patrol the fields and do
nothing but keep the feathered pests
on Ilte wing.
One oi the most novel blinds or
staikere ever used, in that section, or
any other, for the purpose of destroy-
ing the geese, is that of a Colusa
farmer who lives on the hank of the
Sacramento. He has a big red steer
which he has trained to stalk geese
The steer walks round a flock of
geese in an ever-decreasing circle
his master, armed with a repeating
shotgun, walking beside him, but on
the farther side from the flock .
The geese have become so used to
eeinir animals grazing near that they
pay no attention to them: so the farm-
er is enabled to get within shotgun
distance and nour a broadside into the
flock while it is feeding on the ground
and two more shots before the birds
are out of range when they rise.
This dumb 'hunter is held in great
esteem by its. owner and his family,
it is needless to state, and receives
the best of everything.
Knows He Is a Man.
So he talked for an hour—not of
his business troubles, but of the sat-
isfaction that comes from being a
man, of the hopes that spring up in
his earnest mind for the triumph of
the good over the bad, and of the
fights that have been. fought and will
still be fought for the "cause." •
Mr. Eagle was the municipal owner-
ship candidate for, alderman last
spring in the Twenty-first ward. He
has been a faithful supporter of ail
such movements and is a close friend
of Mayor Dunne.
"I'll stick by Dunne until the neth-
er pond freeze over or I go broke,"
he said once, and the latter alterna-
tive happened.
"Well, I spent ts cents today," he
laughed, when his receivership was
mentioned. "But say, I am going to
the Bryan dinner, if I have to walk
both ways to business for seventy
days. That would give me the price of
the ticket.
This Is What He Does.
"I have one satisfaction," he add-
ed. "No man ever .came into my More
and said he was hungry and went out
that way. Last week ,when we cleaned
up, I sent seven loads of wood to de-
serving families.
"I am still for Jean politics, even
if I am broke. I always voted as a
citizen. Therefore fluctuations in my
business affairs do not affect my poli-
tics. Of course, I shall not be able
to devote the time and money to poli-
tics that I did, but I guess we can still
do a little."
Then he told how he had raised
the little girl's wages, and how the
thought of her mother having to
work again as a result of his bank-
ruptcy has stirred him to renewed ef-
fort.
From any one else the statement
might have seemed overdrawn, but
the words came with the ring of truth
andI heart interest.
With a big heart that throbs for his
fellow men and never palpitates at
the sight of gold, he is so constituted
that those who see him and listen to
him know that he is the kind ori
man to be moved- by such an incident
to a great purpose.
Married, But Can't Prove It.
Persons who were married shortly
before the fire are now besieging the
marriage license clerk with applica-
tions for duplicate licensee and mar-
riage certificates ,says a San Francis-
co telegram. Scores are at sea as to
what to do, as the records were de-
stroyed and but little datum exists
for proving a marriage, should its
validity be called into question.
"As large properly rights may be
involved in sonre instances," said
Justice Lawson yesterday, "it is im-
portant gaps in the record made by
the fire should be supplied. I have
saved my memoranda, and have notes
of most of the marriages I have per-
formed, but where there is no mem
oranduth and. 'Where licenses aneCer-
tificates were filed with the recorder
during April it would be difficnlk to
give legal proof sllotild it be ca",.d
for."
Some of the letters received by luc-
erne are humorous ale well as liatlietic,
Customer—I want a piece of meat.
without fat. bone or gristle. '







Our showing of Summer
Jewelry and Novelties is
More extensive this season
than ever. Your will be de-
lighted with our display of
Beh-pins and buckles, Heir
Ornaments, is combs and
Bartuttes. Sliver Card Cases
and Pumas. We ars








You cannot find a single tooth
brush in all our' stock which
is not a good brush.
We Guarantee
every tooth brush we seell to
give satisfaction. If one should
pass our examination with
some flaw undetected we ask
you, as a personal favor, to
bring it back and either let
us give you a nevf one for it








For the:Country Schools at
HARBOUR'S BOOK DEPARTMENT
We have:what you and
we know what you want.
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REAL ESTATE AGENCY
AnZLLRIAL r ft.. wirrsinv KarrnicxY FARKIs SAOY PAYMINit LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. warms
uNTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE UST
FREE TO EVBRYBODY. SEND FOR ;..1".
ct W. WRIETTIIIMIK.1111.A._ s-ss....issassats-
=VT"
4•Zi•4• nab I 1.71.1.;;-noI I mo ps4) i.
j: E. COULSON,
in_P BING_II •
Steam and Hot Water Heating.








1 SO S. TRIED STRAP,: 13ADUCAH. KY
TAIL t run-down, tirei feeling is the
first sysnift,rrt ,1 MALARIA, take
Bacon's Malarial
Tonic Capsules
The specific for all malaria. Was
cured others. Will cure you.
Price so Cents Per Box.
BACON'S
DRUG STORE.







WITH CRUSHED — STRAW-
BERRY, PEACH. PINEATIPLE or





St. Louis and Tennessee River Paths
et sompany—the cheapest and beg
excursion out of Paducah.
••••••••
TForeimesthe howl Trip to$8 00 see river & rake'
It is a trip of pleasure, comfor
and rest; good service, good tab'
good roams, etc. Boats leave each
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. 111
For other infisensation apply to Jas




Round trip to FfVANSVILLE AND
RETURN, continous passage $4.00:
Unlimited ticket $5.00 meals and
berth imploded.
ROUND TfilP TO CAIRO, Pang
of fare or over Sz.so each, without
meals; $2.00 with meals.
Good music on all the boats. For
arther partkulars see
S. A. P'OWLEIR, Gen. Pass. Avast














ROBERT S. WIbHELM., 
Secretary
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Three Months  
Lae
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Anyone failing to receive this 
paper
regularly oFitiki report the 
matter to





We are authorized to ana
oance
D. A. CROSS
as a camaidate for the Oboe o
f City
Judge of Paducah; subject t
o the ac-
tion of the Democratic Ptiiin
sry Elec-




We are authorized to anno
unce
ED H. PURYEAR.
es a candidate for the office 
of City
Jadgc of Paducah; subject to 
the ac-
tion of the Democratic Pri
mary Elec-





Morning, August )si(, 1906
The Half-Fare Controversy.
Unavailing were the efforts to 
stir
up ill feeling between the 
city gov-
ernment and the Paducah 
Traction
Company and Mayor Yeiser and
 Man-
ager Rkeeker carried on 
negotiations
ami.cably to the end that the
 latter
came to understand the nature
 of the
objection to the manner of 
issuing
children' ticloets and remedi
ed the
condition as soon as he could. T
here
never was the least discord evi
dent.
nor the slightest desire evinced on 
the
part of the traction company to evad
e
any of its obligations.—Paducah Sun
The above is about as correct and
truthful as the average corp
oration
organ ever gets in putting before 
its
readers.au.matters that affect 
those
whom they serve. The effort to create
sympathy for the offending tra
ction
ompany that deliberately violated the
terms of Its franchise is along th
e
silfy Itinei that has been used so often
that the pubic has become disgusted
with such whines. All that v.-a: in-
volved in the whole matter was wheth-
er or not Oat' terms of the franc-Mae
could bet debrd by a mere rule or reg-
elation of the company. There were
no efforts whatever to stir tip any ill
feeling. The traction company was
guilty of grossly violating the terms
of the franchise and forcing its con-
ductors to collect double fare fr
om
children between 5 and iz years o
f
age. The Register, as a newspape
r
'having the interest of the public at
ihsart, called the authorities' attention
to the fact and steps were taken by
."\ the mayor to compel the cerropany to
Niri,ev the franchise, which had been
drawn by their own attorney-% and ac-
cepted by the company as the instru-
ment under which it proposed to da
business in this city.
The mayor first called the attention
of the company to the unlaWfol charge
of a double fare to children, and the
company, instead of obeying the
e.hise, proceeded to resist doing so. 
TheSun states "there -never was
the ,deast. discord evident, nor the
slightest desire evinced on the part
of the traction company to evade any
of its obligations." That statement
was made eithee through ignorance or
as a deliberate falsehead for the pur-
pose qf deceiving the public. The
manager of the trackion company, in
a letter Aug. trisaddres=ed to the may-
or, stat• that "T am advised by our
attorneys that this regulation (the
company's regtilation of requiring
children to fir•t procure I;e1.Ctc frosn
the company'c office) ls r saaconable
one, and that the court of japeals has
upheld its enforeement in various in-
_ atances.” Petkaps the Sou did not
kt/oat• of that le 4ter and tl•e our, filun
• )1;teor -1.e.ier.of a later date t were
•tiallislied last week becanse the
trvtiaao th,m. etel
•11, 4;t:
her coin lout t/Oc' i;
r-fili'letr the Wet In full f he
• .




traction company, and also 
the an-
swer to it from the mayor 
in which
he makes it plain that if the
 com-
pany did not comply with the
 fran-
chise that he would take the 
necessary
stops to compel it to do so, a
nd those
steps, under the instructions 
irom the
general council, were to 
revoke the
franchise. There has been no ill
 feel-
ing rin the matter, no desire t
o work
an injustice on the traction 
company,
the especial pet of the two 
afternoon''
newspapers; but there has bee
n a des
sire to make it cease the flagra
nt vio-
lation of its franchise and to 
protect
the people of this city from 
being
held up by it and forced to p
ay for
children a fare double that 
permisted
by the franchise.
The corporation sheets are s
o blind
in their adoration of the t
raction com-
pany that they never se
e where the
public has any rights 
against that
company, but that the pub
lic should
bow down and worship
 it like the
hirelings and tools of that 
company
who are enternally tryin
g to mislead
the public.
The Register believes that 
the trac-
tion company is entitled 
to all the
rights and privileges due i
t under Oh:
franchise, and it likewise be
lieves that
the public is entitled to 
all due it
tinder the sotne instrumen
t; and we
were glad to see that 
the traction
company concluded to live up
 to its
obligations as set forth in the
 letter
from its general manager 
and pub-
lished in the Register yeste
rday morn-
ing.
A 'Memphis merchant ha
s brought
suit for damages against that 
city and.
the street railway. It is 
alleged that
in making certain improve
ments that
his place of business is 
blocked of
and is ruining his trade. 
It is diffi-
cult tO make street 
improvements
without putting the public 
to some
inconvenience, but when it come
s to
taking entire possession of 
a street
and lautting people out 
of the'r
hori or laces of busi
ness it is
ctAyig matter too f
ar. The•e
is no good reason why 
any street
should be torn up for a lon
g period of
time. Contractors should hav
e all ma-
terial and men necessary at 
hand, so
that when work is begun it 
can be
pushed through to completi
on with-
out delay.
The Value of Franchises.
Lonisville Post.)
Louisville citizens must see to
that none of the city's money
 is wast-
ed and none of its franchis
es given
away. We need in Louis
ville great
public works, and they cost 
money
and we are very near to the 
consti-
tutional limit of taxation.
One hundred thousand dol
lars in
the city treasury and comp
etition in
electric lighting Yet the o
rdinance
which brought this about once 
failed
in the board of aldermen .
Jerome's Assurance.
(Memphis Commercial Appeal.) 
•
William Travers Jerome has no 
hes-
itancy in declaring himself better 
than
his party. lie pateidec himself 
before
the people of his state as being
 the
only potato in the basket not ta
inted
with some sort of withering blight.
"In the present shameful condit
ion
of our political life in this state." aass
Jerome. "I am willing to run for th
e
office of. governor of the state if the
Democratic convention shall n
omi-
nate me without pny understanding
expriosed tar imored, othe- than th
;•.
if elected. I. shall obey my oath Of of-
fice as I understand it. in letter and
spirit."
Twelve months ago Mr. Jerome's
"understanding- of his oath of office
would have been most acceptable tn
the peoPle, both of New York and
to those living outside of that state.
\t that time he was unquestionably
regarded as one who labored solely
for the right as against the wrong—
pictures/tie and over-ronspienotia, per-
haps. nevertheless devoting his en-
ergy and the powers of his office to
exterminate . crime and sustain the
licwing the log of reform with
might and main and utterly oblivion,
to the direct'on taken by tlf! flying
chips. But there are all kinds et
wind rind weather to he found within
be twelve months' period, and some of
the ugliest (4 storin• have hit the
Jerome craft during the past year.,
Moreover, his vessel has not with-
stood the shock. It leaks in sever.°
esaterial spotg end there is no loti
gcr
a rertnienot,s (Ipir11,111 hal Mr. Jr: -
rntre; "understandigis" 1 i flash
 of
office is infallible.
. Jerome Asoldly accused otit(rs if
sequent exposure led to the accu
sa-
tion from respectable quarters t
hat
he had weakened the powers o
f Ilis
office in favor of these companies, 
re-
ceiving from them in return 
contri-
butions for his campaign.
It is common knowledge that 
in
bringing a test case for the mis
appro-
priation of the funds of an insur
ance
company, which had contributed to
the Republican campaign fund, 
he
avoided the direct issue and selecte
d
an incident permitting the accused
 te
make good his escape upon a 
mere
technicality. When the judge upon the
bench pointed out to District A
ttor-
ney Jerome that, in his opinion, there
was a way and a law for' reachin
g
prominent individuals connected with
these outrageous subscriptions, M
r
Jerome replied:
"But, your honor, under such an in-
terpretation. Cornelius N. Bliss would
he guilty," and in his utter horror of
finding a millionaire and a prominent
man in the path of the law's criminal
machinery, he hastily put a clog is the
wheels and stopped all progress.
Coming upon the 'heels of this ex-
ample of his "understanding" of equal
justice to all. Jerome suffered to go
undenied a charge before the New
York legislature to the effect that he
had used his office in a way to make
possible a gigantic deal in New York
street car stock.
'Mr. Jerome's "understanding of his
oath of office." these things consid-
ered, seems to be to pounce pictur-
esquely upon small and picayunish of-
fenders, while making the way smooth
for the powerful 'money barons to con-
tinue their plutocratic domination of
the country.
New York Democracy may not be
whiter than snow, but Mr. Jerome is
nobody's white lily, too irnanactilve
for paint. He takes a high hand.
which is characteristic of him, but
when any man would put himself
above his party he ought to he posi-
tive that there is no clay on his feet.
The Women of the Old South.
(Memphis Commercial Appeal
Some time since. the Hon. Chas
Scott of 'Rosedale. Miss., made an elo-
quent speech in the cause of building
a monument to the Confederaate wo-
men. While 'Mr. Scott is an eloquent
and fascinating speaker. deeds rather
than words have been the character
istic of his life. 'Witten such a man
volunteers in a cause as he has dome
it is safe to .ay that material results
will follow.
We of the South have erected at
various places stately monuments to
Lee, Jackson. Davis, Forrest ad oth-
er eminent Confederates. • We have
paid the tribute of oue Atteem and re-
spect to those who guideditatoll led the
moat marvelous army 'deli the world
has ever seen. Riclmionck Atlanta
New Oeleans and other cities of the
South have built memorials to South-
ern valor. In Nfenaphis. one of our
parks is named in 'honor of the Wiz-
ard of the Saddle. and it contains 3
beautiful monument to his name. An-
()ter park. beautiful with a profusion
of flowers and overlooking the great
river that cuts the South in twain. is
consecrated to the memory of the
Confederate soldiers.
Why, then, should we not record in
some appropriate and beautiful form
the South's love for the Confederate
women—the wives who pave :heir hus-
bands to the cause, the mothers who
sent their stalwart sons to battle, the
girls who sent their sweetheart: away
with smiles on their lips. but tears
in their hearts? These women had
the hardest of all tasks to perform.
They had' to stay at home and omit.
Theirs was the daily anxiety. theirs
the steadfast, passive courage if the
sex that suffers. Often, indeed, they
waited for those who never more
would dome across the hills or down
the winding lane. Often while they
waited, vandals came and destroyed
their means of subsistence, or laid i
n
ashes the homes about which their
tenderest memories clung.
It is often said that -the women of
the South are the last to forget. Y
et
this is natural. Inaction is the parent
of memory. Man acts, and in the 
no-
tion, his bitterness evaporates. Wo-
man can only wait and stiffer and 
t member. Yet it is the wrong 
r
done to others, not to themselves, that
they poignantly remembet.
In the stirring four years of fratrici-
dal strife. it was the women who kept
the South together and had a ho
me
for thrice who returned. They wer
e
the keepers and preservers of :he
South. And it seems to na that 
Mr.
Scott's suggestion is worthy of con-
sideration from all true sons of the
South. Let us indeed build a mo
tile.
melit to those sweet spirits of the Old
Smith who have made the New South
pf,
TROOPS REMOVED.
A Vibi tr Con-,-sa-rz Is Sent to Fort
Brown Tex. .
ite• on. .N11-. 21 ---"tlfr itegT9
or n" ;! T
;• . • 7nuli!.•
11:tve Le en ordcloal to Fort. Rir7old.




day morning and jailed on the charge
of malicious Assault and robberyd
Crane's arrest grew out of the as-
sault and robbery mentioned in The
Register yesterday as having been
made late the night before by a sus-
pected footpad upon George Rain.
the steward of the steamer Chas.
Turner. Though Crane was arrested
largely upon circumstantial evidence
his guilt seems strong. He will have
a hearing in the city court today.
- Bain was' not so seriously hurt as
at first thought, btu he had a narrow
escaped frofn fatal injuries. His as-
aailant hit him, it was yesterday
learned. with a piece of a rail.
Col. Sinnott's Illness.
Col. John Sinuott, who went Sout
h
a-ri ft: 'lit rehy_ cliallengina• ill iii•pec- T ,.. .,nd 1,0•11f,ii,•.• P. Twentv-sixth 
a few day% since, for his house, is • ill
Aeon of hit _navir record, and. leading i i, fa tit 1:i, 2
 w l.,i1r, • con.,pany' 
now at  Birthinelintn, Ma.. sufferin
g from
the people to belicve that he was pre; frt 
ecs.a'r`;si-~aFf•-,-(1 to,-a.. 
alight attack of malarial_ fever.
to, Meet charges against him Fort BR .1•'O Izit7-n..: C--- 17. ; 
, i His w fe last right left .t be arlsizt
vcre. it-4 found lacking and if ' . 
. . i 
tlo.ilabt to be very ill. 
bedside. hot not because the Co•o•tel
is
'Ir. ft ; !, e lizi: , MayCeld Citip Entertained.
:\T:Inelto- ea f n;ec- \hiss, Corinne 111.i/.1 
It
7.1rizl,t" e'-ti'iltr.ttre("1" i r ':0;;;neli";:si: da"nr7;;
:i
,
, ,ipa rt, elifettained very happily 't
'1,' eIter 1' e: 1. - ( r of M s •-• 'Kati
e 'Wire rold„,..,'  .i.II and f'-'r 'Ili,' 
hut'„ —
and . hte etth, ;Mary Ifloasso
riejaosamesnUalpe, pretty ratnt
aptt .sie•atlf szomsz to hint : oti . r a-




wove.* • • •• •••• • gnome. ••
•, • • .•••• • ....pro • ••••••••111111••••• ••••0 
•••••• 4.• v.. • • _
THE STREET RAILWAY HALF
FARE CONTROVERSY.
CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN MAYO
R YEISER AND MAN-
AGER BLEEKER SHOWING THAT COM
PANY EVINCED A
DESIRE TO EVADE ITS OBLIGATIONS
 AND QUOTES ITS
ATTORNEYS ON THE SUBJECT.
For the past two weeks the mayor
wrestled with the proposition to com-
pel the traction company to obey the
terms of its franchise, and finally
made it plain that he intended to
take steps to force the company to
cease charging double faree:
The letter from Mr. Bleeker an
d
Mayor Yeiser's reply are given be
-
low:
Paducah, Kw., August to, 1906.
Honorab:e D. A. Yeiser, mayor,
City.
Dear Sir:—
I have your letter of August 6t
h re- 1
plying to mate of the 4th is r
egard!
to complaints in connection with hal
f :
Dear 5°1r:—
mfare collections from children 
while I have your e
steemed favor of the
passengers on our cars. f loth inst.,
 relative to the matter rf
It is our desire to give to 
the arranging to carry children 
under
patrons of the street car line the
 best twelve months
 and over five years of
a
possible service consistent with
 the ge for half f
are in compliance with
compliance with ordinance re
gula- the provision of 
your franchise, and I
(ions and to this end, a rule go
vern am pleased to 
note that your com-
pany expresses a willingness to 
co-
ing the carrying ordinance 
regula-
tions and to this end, a rule 
govern. operate with the c ty in carry
ing out
s
ing the carrying of children on
 our thee provisions,
 and I assure you
cars was estab'ished, and it is 
prac. that both the city and myself wi
ll be
tically indentical with the rule 
and gratified to settle 
this question with-
out any annoyance to your compa
ny.
the custom which has been pr
actised
here for many years and is 
"that The franchise pr
ovision seems to me
e
children between the ages of five 
and be very exp:ici
t in th matter, and
twelve years, wishing to ride for 
half it is my duty as the chief ex
ecutive of
fare, must procure tickets before
 tak- the city to see th
at all the laws of
the city are properly enforced. and
ing passage on our cars." I 
am ad-
vised by our attorneys that thi
s regu- all obligations to-The city or 
citizens
Litton is a reasonable one and 
that are I ved up to; but I 
cannot ace that
the court of appeals has uph
eld )1d,,,ube v%p.irtahct
icthabele for
enforcement in various instanc
es. fit w(n"urnish 
its i
•
I assure you that 
thisbrought to me by v
ariou parties
regulation i%
made and enforced for the p
urpose complaining of an 
infringement on
of giving to the %holt publ.c the
 best the part of your co
mpany of this
service in our power and th
at the
regulation mentioned resin i
ncon-
semence rather than incoe .enien
ce to
Ott trave•ing public when cons
idered
from all points of view i. d w 
th the
welfare of all the passena in 
mind.
This practice is gut.: 
general
throughout the country. s ith but 
few
exceptions, and so far as I a
m aware,
has not given a great amount o
f in-
convenence in the past. 
a street railway system must be
I wish to thank you for callin
g my operated upon economical princ
iples,
attention to the complaints of w
hich and experience often alters the aspec
t
you speak, viz., where a pare
nt had of affairs; but in a d red t obli
gation
two children and offered five 
cents of this character. I cannot see wha
t
in payment of the two fares,
 and the experience of other street railwa
y
would be very glad to kno
w the companies has to do with the 
per-
names of any persons who may ha
ve formance of your obligation under
this difficulty, in order that I 
may thit franchise, and although I would
take the matter up with them 
in pe.-- co-operate with you in eons n
g as
son. Ths company star Is rea
dy and line Annoyance as possible under 
the
willing to accept and he guided 




which may be made in connec
tion
with its airs. :oolong towards
 im-
proved service and ,f the reg
ulation
above described is causing ann
oyance
and inconvenience whi -11 shoul
d be
overcome by a change in such re
gu-
lation I will be glad to make suc
h al-
teration in our rules as is pos
s.ble.
consistent with good service to 
the
public and the protectioa of our 
com-
pany's interest. To ths and I
 am
taking up with other i'reet rai
lway;
the quesfon of half f•-• tickets
 and
will do all in my po- er to reli
eve
any and all difficulties s Inch may 
ex- Yours very truly.
D. A. YEISER. Mayor.
• 
1st in connection with the practice so
long estabLsked in relation to the
subject by the street car companies
of Paducah.
If a persopal interview will enable
us to discuss this matter more satis-
factortly. I will be glad to call upon
you at any time you :may designate.
Yours very truly,
JOHN S. BLEECKER. M.
young ladies of Mayfly' • who are
 vis-
iting in the city.
The young people wit r entertai
ned
at cards and the game v.as very mu
ch
enjoyed.
There were two prize :given. 
The
gentlemen's-prize was won by IlarrY
Singleton and the y•aing ladies' pr
ize
was awaniei) kiNfiss Nell Hendr
iek





Paducah, Ky., August 13. Igo&
John Bleecker,
Mgr. Paducah Traction Cu,
City.
franch se obligation. So. I regret to
!:.y that -I cannot furnish yoie ths
names of the complaining parties. If
the proper evidence is presented by
the parties suffering from an infring-
ment of this obligation to carry chid-
ran for half fare. I will be enforced
to perform my duty and take the
proper steps toward its enforcement.
I. of course, readily understand that
your system, but I must insist upo
n
the franchise being complied w th.
or I will be forced in performance of
my duty to resort to the measure
s
necessary to protect the City and th
e
citizens of Paducah.
Trusting sincerely that the city will
not be forced to cause you any
noyance or trouble, and that we
an-
Can
arrange these matters w.thout further
delay, and always expressing perf
ect
willingness to confer with you wh
en-
ever you may come to my office




as The Reg ster was assured by 
mem-
ber, of the family.
Many West to Chicago.
The Illinois Central Railroad's 
an-
nual Chicago excursion was run
 yes-
terday arid drew about five hundre
d
and fifty passengers from this 
place
many of whom came here from a s
ur-
rounding section to join the party. It
took thirteca coaches and two bag
-
gage cars to move out the party, be
-
ing about the largest ever taken 
out
of the city. The party reached th
e




1-1st night about o o'clock, 
while
carelessly handling a pistol. Frank
Holland e,,lored. '..hot his brother
Lewis. The_ pistol was aeridentali
y
d;schnri,•ed and. • the bullet went
through Frank•s fingers into Lewis'
leg. Dr. H. Miley dressed the
wounds, which are not con;idered
serious.
Lost His Jurisdiction.
Two youpg men, one 'of them th•-•
son of a justice of the peace, lived
tit Kansas; in one of those plaecs
where a rail fence divides the state
of Kansas from the state of Missoart.
(aim. day, the sun; of the justke (if the
peace and another young man started
to fight near the rail fence aml the
pompous justice mouthed the fence
to witness the outcome of the hattla
















1 to 300 hor,e power. Best,
 cheap.
est and most economical.












Apiso to Asheville. Hend-rso
nvillit.
Brevard. Lake Toxaway, hut 
Springs
and many other resorts in t
he "Land
of the Sky” and beautiful 
"Sapphire"
country of Western North 
Carolina.
offering a high altitude, 
bracing
climate. pkturesque mountain 
scenery,
and sploodid hotels.
Send two cent stamp for "Lan
d 01
the Sky" booklet and othe
r hand.
somisly illustrated literature. •
J. F. LOGAN, Tray. Pass. A
ged,
Lexington, Ky. . so.
C. H. HUNGERFORD, Dist. PM&
/agent, Louisville, Viy.
S. B. ALLEN, Asst. Genl, Pass
/4








We handle all the :Inest and daiell•
eat articles with tltc uttoost czar%






'"ng.""T'lf RIBBONrim of the 'justice the peace war
being- beaten when alio rail upon
which the official stood broke, and Iu
was cloof)reci fr,in 1,;. otsas to Sold at
gout-I. As he...fell Ire showed; • '
"Gil it lInt fits. Jitn, I'sai lost my 
--Grays Poiffet,
• ,
• - • • • 
tstatte.r.-ation ttt the fA.ets 














Jacksonville (s, Vincennes 5.
lle won in the )kinth inning on a
Jacksonville, III., 21.-Jacksott- WEDDED
high throw to third. Brown of Jack-
sonville and .Mat(eson of Vincennes
CAIRO TAKES i,A,ST TWO each got a home run.
GAMES AT THE LEAGUB Score: 
R. H. E.
Jacksonville  6
Vincennes  5 7 4
Batteries: Patrick and Belt; Whit-
Icy and Matteson.
The Season Closes on Local Groanda
PARK.




Terre Haute, Ind., Aug. 21.-Axtell
2:12, the first trotting horse ever sold
for $105.000, and the sire of more
than 700 trotters and pacers in the
2:30 list, died at Warren Pori stock
Clubs. Won. Lost. Pct farm Sunday of spasmodic colic. He
Vincennes  66 42 .6111 was .owned brW. P. Ijams, president
Cairo  8 51 •532 of tile American Trotting Association,
Jacksonville   57 51 .523 andilFrederick T. Moran, of Detroit
Paducah  54 53 .505, Aktell's origin and early history
Danville  47 6t •435 form one of the most romantic chap-
Mattoon  41 65 .387 ter inthe annals of the light-harnef,s
horse. C. W1 Williams. who bred him,
was a telegraph operator at Independ-
ence, Iowa. in 1885, and, having saved
a little money, he invested in two
cast-off trotting-bred mares, buyina
both for $250 from H. L. Stout, a
wealthy breeder of Dilbuque.
Axtell developed sensational speed
when only 2 years old, gaining a rec-
ord of 2:23 at that age. in the fol-
lowing campaign he lowered the
world's record for 3-year-olds four
times in succession, and finally elec-
trified the horse world by trotting a
mile to a high-wheel sulky in 2:12,
which was. then the beet time on rec-





Players r bh po a
Long. c f  1 0 1 0
ftoland. „M.  4 1 1 2 1 0
'Illatrter, 311.  3 3 0
consequently it is becoming quite an
t n 2 
Quiesaer. e.  1 1 1 C) 2 0 
article of ecmmerce.
Dithridge. % %   5 o I 5 2 1 
One company has established a
Bisseet ab 3 0 1 1 , 
0 large plant on an island in the region
know as Seven 
islands, in -the north
Powers. r. f.  3 o ot 0 0 
Mayers. th.  3 o o 5 0 1 of the 
Gulf of St. Lawrence, and
Johnson, p. ....•  4 o o o 4 0 
maintains a regular whaling steamer
 to kill and tow in the whales to the
ag 7 4 27 13 2 factory. Two species of whales arc
taked the humped back and the sul-
Players. h r bh po a e 
phur bottom. They are so plentiful
a that there is no trouble in killing and
Taylor, e. f.  3 oct 3 cio towing to the factory one a day
Perry, s. a.  3 1 0 1 2 n v.hich is al' that the present capacity
Oilier/. 2b•   3 1' o 3 5 o of the factory can accommodate.
Cooper. I. f.   4 0 2 2 0 o Fach whale is valued at about $2,000,
Wktrel. 3h  ytttot so that the business a a very luete-
Haas. lb.  3 o T TO 0 1 tive one.
Lloyd, r. f.  4 0 0 2 0 n Formerly all the flesh went into
Demning. c  1 0 0 4 1 o4 i guano. wlz•ch is worth $30 to $35 a
Miller, it  3001 ton. Now,rAiowever. the prltne meat
is all salted dew!, for food and ex-
cellent eating it makes. toe. for those
ieho like it. many contending that 1
2 Is %Ill:SWIM' to the coarser grades of
3 heel salted in barrels, especial.), when
vaed in stews and hashes or served up
as corned beef.
off China is said to offer an excellent
market for the went, but at present
Struck out-By Miller t. John John- the init al company in the St.. Law-
PICKLED WHALE AS FOOD
Prepared in the Gulf of St. Lawrence
and Sold in Various Countries.
;
The double-header was won in a
walkover fromi the locals yesterday
They never did have a chance in the
second game ti i win from the visitors.
In the first game the Indians should
have took the gamy ,as they had the
bases full, with no outs, hut three
scores were all: they could run in.
Miller *as wile) and walked and hit
several men.
This /tide baseball in Paducah for
this eeaebn
A very fair crowd was out yester-
day it being ladies' day.
Woodring pitched t wo shutouts
against the Redskins.. He was too
much for them, and in Sunday" and
yesterday's games the Indians could
never get a chance to score on him
The home team returns to Cairn
with the Tads and will make the cir-
cuit ,then the Kitty dies.






Hit by pitched ball--Illauser, Qui-
esser, Wetzel.
Left on bases-Cairo 6. Paducah 4









Rases on balls-Off Miller
Johnson 4.
PADUCAH.
1 2 3 4
  30 1 0 o




Long, c. f. 
Roland. 2b.  3
BlauGer. 2h  4
Cottic.er. e. 4
Dithridge. s•  ▪ 4
Rissell. I. f.  3







, Players. a. tb ab r bqtpylor ,:l 1010
Wrry, so. C. 3 0 0, 0
Ouittli'. y. att.  3 o 2 I
Cooper. I. f. .  3 0 0 3
Wetzel, 3h. .. o 0 0
Trans. tb. 0.  o 0 o g-




















✓ hit po a e
Quebec, Aug. 21.-The preservation
end exportation of whale meat is be-
coming a big industry is parts of
the Giff of St. Lawrence. For some
tane past the fishermen of Gaspe
have been in the habit of salting
down portions of the meat of the
Altaic for their own use foundthatthe
a:ticle is eagerly consumed by some
of the South American peoples and
rence, which is likewise to be follie...ed
by 'several others. has a demand for
all that it can ship to South America,
DEATH IN MARSHALL COUNTY.
John C. Grubbs, of Near Magness,
Expires.
t Mayfield Messenger.)
Clo 1 0 0 John C. C;ruhibs, a well-known flatle-
t) 3 o 0 0 er.. died Saturday morning, Aug. Ilk
O 1 2 0 0 1906, at his horne near Magness, in
O t 6 1 0 I arshall 'enemy. near the eastern part
o t 3 atofthis county. The cause of his
5" 0 0 death was congestion and heart fail-
() 0 3, o 0 tire. He took sick the Sunday before
2 T • 7 .t o and lingered almost a week. He we:
t o 0 o o 55 years of age and was a good citi-
 zen and a moral, upright man. He
30 3 A 21 6 1 was not a member of any church or
secret society. He was one of the
:i.tc.r,5•f91 farmers in this see-
o 0 titiri. -7' --".
5 0 John Grid-0)51watt horn on the same .
farm where he died and Avec the son
O 0 of Mr. and Mrs. 'Ace! Grubbs, wile)
.3 0 etirvive him anti live only n mile from




DR. DUNN AND MISS JONES
MADE HUSBAND AND
WIFE.
Mrs. Pauline Vaughan Crrebenstein
Informs Her Family of Her
Marriage in Chicago.
There was a pretty home wedding
last eight at 8 o'clock at the rese-
(fere., of the Misses Jones. corner of
Jackson and Ninth streets, when Miss
Rose Joaes and Dr. Earl Dunn were
united in marriage. Rev. Dr. Newell,
of the Broadway Methodist Episcopal
Church, pronounced the services, and
there was a goodly gathering of
friends to witness the happy event
and extend the twain hearty good
wishes. The bride, ever a lovely
young lady, looked her sweetest in a
white dress of mull and carried flow-
ers. The groom wore the convention-
ay suit and, a pleasing smile. The
couple were attended by Miss Ina
Dunn, sister of the groom, and Mr.
Oscar Harper. Shortly after the cere-
mony Mr. and Mrs. Dunn repaired to
their home at Seventh and Clay
streets, where they are prepared to
welcome their friends.
Mrs. Dunn .the charming bride, has
raany friends, won by her beauty and
character. She has many relatives
among our people. being related to
Mks. Wes Arnold and Mr. James
Scott. Mr. Dunn is a druggist, who
has a etore at the corner of Clay and
Seventh streets. He is a promising
young man.
The Register extends the conpte its
best wishes for the fullest realization
of their hopes in life.
Married in Chicago.
Nita:. Pauline Vaughan Grebensteie
was'married in Chicago Monday after-
noon at 4 o'clock to Mr. Robert Le-
land of the Lake City, the ceremony
ending a courtship of some standing;
though coming as a surprise at the
time it did. A telegram announcing
the marriage was received yesterday
by Mrs. NI1. C. Vaughan. the mother
of the bride, of this city. Mrs. Le-
land has many friends here, who wish
her much happiness.
To Wed Today.
Thi: morning at 8 o'clock, at the
borne of the bride's parents, Mr. and
Mts. J. C. Jones. on South Fourth
street. Miss Birdie Lee Jones .a Mr.
Joe F. Walker will be unitedahppr-
riage. Rev. Mr. Bourquin, of the!Ger-
man Evangelical Church, will officiate
and the wedding will be a quiet home
one. Mr. and Mrs. Walker will go
north on a bridal trip, and on their
return will take up their residence
here. The bride-to-be is an attractive
lady. -with many friends, and the
groom is a well-known and worthy
attache of _the Illinois Central Rai--
road.
HAD HIS WRIST BROKEN
Spectator to Row Hurt by Rock
Thrown by Fighters.
During Oa difficulty out near
ray and Eleventh stre4h4s, yes
terday afternoon early, John Hall.
who said he was from Pinckneyville
received a hard blow on his left
BOY'S HEAD
ONE SOLID SORE
Hair All Came Out and He Suffered
Very Much-Under Doctor Three
Months and No Better-Perma-
nently Cured at Expense of $2.
CUTICURA REMEDIES
WORK WONDERS
Mr. A. C. Barnett, proprietor of a
general stare in Avard, Oklahoma,
tells in the following grateful letter
how Cuticura cured him and his son
of terrible eczemas:
"My little boy had eczema. His
head was oae solid sore, all over his
scalp; his hair all came out, and he
suffered very much. I had a physician
treat him, but at, the end of three
months he was no better. I remem-
bered that the Cuticura Remedies
had cured me, and after g him
two bottles of Cuticura Resolvent,
according to directions, and using
Cuticura Soap and Ointment on him
daily, his eczema left him, his hair
grew again, and neither he nor myself
have had any eczema since.
As to his own case, Mr. Barnett says:
"I suffered with eczema, a burning,
Itching, breaking out on my face for
more than a year. I took treatment
from physicians for several months,
which did no good. I was then
advised to try Cuticura. I took
six bottles of Cuticura Resolvent, and
used Cuticura Soap and Ointment
freely every day. I began to improve
soon after starting to use them, and
when I had taken the six bottles of
the Resolvent my face had become
clear, I had good color, and all erup-
tions had left me.
"We use the Cuticura Soap and
Ointment in our family now for
general use, and it keeps our skin
soft and healthy. I cheerfully recom-
mend the Cuticura Remedies for all
cases of eczema. (signed) A. C. Bar-
nett, Avard, Oklahoma, Mar. 30, 1905."
Osisidete Zama sad Intonal Troia's* Ow sari
laastat, tram Mobs to •erutrds, am hamar 0ass,
aoudads' of Oudosis Soap, Oa., Olamod, otts., *awl-
•••4, las. Os Asa of Cho•olato Maid Pita Se. gar vial
ot way beads' all druggist& • dick ad alas aro
Tome Drug I Can. Corp , dole Press., foraars.
Illanol la& "All &boat ta ado, botAp, sod Bar."
wrist, which fractured the arm.
Hall was not a party to the difficulty
but an unfortunate speetator.
Luther Dill, an I. C. R. R. man, and
Jim Brown, of Hickory Grove, this
state, got into a fight and rocks were
used freely. One of these rocks hit
Ilall, who was an on-looker to the
row, with the result stated. He had
to come down into the city to have
:ne injured member dressed.
Dill surrendered to the police. but
Brown dacamped.
Oil Firm Sues Road.
Indianapolis, In& Aug. 21.-A veri-
fied petition has been filed with the
railroad commissioner by the Evans-
ville Oil Company of Evansville
against the Louisville & Nashville
Railroad Company, charging that th-;%
railroad discriminated against the Ev-
ansville Oil Company in favor of the
Standard Oil Company.
When needing first-class table ser-
vice at parties or dinings, phone 23j2
Dick Logan.
First Arab (after spellieg out ad-
vertisement of celebrated• pill)-"Hi
'Emmy, wouldn't yer like a pill for
that feeling of fullness after eating?"
Second Arab-"I'd like that full feelin'
fest "-Punch.
11111~11110P",===.77-• 
I T Mission Outirg Tomorrow.
  The aateing which They and Mrs
23 0 3 21 0 2 Chi'ee. of the Rescue Mission, wi'l
2 3 4 5 6 7 124412,1,tive to the women and children un-
o t 0 n 0 2-3 S I der their min .stration falls toftiOrrow. 1!"
• o 0--0 3 2i All children who expect to altered
tere invited to meet the wagons which
rase' on balls-Off Woodrine. (4 v.111 convey them to the picnic
Ptoli1r T. " grounds, at Thompson'e Atilt either
S+reet• ruit-By • Won/trine - at the Missinn at 8 o'clock or/ .M
11-etac c.
tia e'er-11M hell-Thiee 
Calhean'e grocery - at F37.-1 e:eloce,
TLeft n nbasee-a-Ceirn R. nuclei* r. follr"tehewrilitnttillnp,r2fIttrittle°rm'ser::1urhlge%dicettbt
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FN•ley & Fisher, Vetterinary 8 ergeon% and dentists. Special facil-
00000•11..0
The New Veterinary
----e..-7 -- "7-7 
Hospital. 
.._•'
1 ..-r'IT) ,Y+fr.1-ETOOT 077.: - 7 
ities Tav'e been provided. (Or in constructing new hospital  which en
P 
-
ales us to treat all dieea:a..-; i 1'; horsee ned clogs in the most' modern
.t ".TZtr,'At{ 'tUPPTY re manner. 
We have a clean, airy. .eatet nd up to date place and one
thrt es complete :n every detail.
We invite Tett to evil and .1t•F;,ect our place.
Quick aettlementz. .
C. E. JitNNIZIGS, & CO., Ageitt3. OffOiffeeicepont1.1,-,1107t 73441. 57 tlearSolit141,5,81;hritil dsetnrceet.i8t6.
.. . .





a savings account? Mighty smart
thing to do. $1 starts it. We pay
4 per cent on deposits. 11;;Q in rite
small accounts.
 V..- • .60 00.0•,•••mareameamesee"...•••••••...... r
filech..1:'s and












I wish to announce that I have
opened a brand new stock of Jewelry
Watches, Clocks, Silverware, Cut
Gktss, Hand-Painted China and Um-
brellas at 224 Broadway.. The etore-
reom has been remodeled and en.
larged and fitted up for a first-class
ie.-refry store. All my gooda are new
at 1 up-to-date, selected with a view
tc please the trade of Palucah and
vicinity.
A cordial invitation is extended to
I the public to visit my establishment
and inspect the line of goods on dis-
play and that are arriving each day.
We will be glad to see you whether
you buy or not.
High-class work will be my special-
ty and all work ordered will be
pi omptly executed. Clocks will be
c7iled for and delivered to any part
of the city free of charge.. I ask a
sl•are of your patronage, and I am de-
termined to have it if good work and
reasonable prices well get it.
A visit from you will be appreciated.
J. D. Sowers,
rione 2088. Jewler. 224 Broadway.
GOO MORNING
Did you swallow your share of dust last night? I have a full line 4
Garden Hose, Nozzles, Sprinkling Sled.
etc., various grades and various prtees.
Help your neighbor keep down the dust.
Ed D.Hannan
Both Phones 20!. 131 South Fourth St., 325 Kentucky Avenue.
Cyclone Insurance
$6.00 FOR $1.000 FOR 5 YEARS
Abram I.. Well & Co.,
II•
3




....of the Higheet Excellence....
It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured Cilass'and
is t "Leader" for the dealer.
D. ft BALDWN & CO.
W. T MILLER, Agent.
520 Broadway, PADUCAH, ICT.
 nine+ .010.11





ERY AND HOUSEHOLD GOODS.
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The Regibter, delivered, 1C,:, pax w
OLD-TIME METHODS.
'When I was a young feller I 'most
.g 'orally wore out my overalls at the
keted an' my calluses was all on my
heeds," remarked the old man to the
Ia. al assistant. ow, I take notus,
weep there's any patchin' to be done Its
ou the seat of a man's britches an' the
rest of the wear au' tear seems to come
on his liteill. Its all leber-eavite inven-
tlons--contrapshuns to save a feller
-trouble. S'pose it's all rignt, but it ain't
Abe way / wee /lobed. Look at you,
• the louubie aim me, Uncle
Wave?" asked the assistant.
"Well, you may be all right; I don't
env you anilt," said the old man. "On'y
.en you came to my son's huntin' a
Job what did you do? You got out that
the'° diComy you S.-A froze the state
iagocuitural college an' commenced
--",etil-elirrithoart-entrifugalowparatorir
electric stimplation of plant life an' nu-
tritive ratios an' permanganate o' potash
an' such like. An' John, 'stid o' sizin'
you up to see whether you was stout
enough to do a good man's work an' find-
In' out whether you knew enough to
feed a cow 'thout founderin' it an' keep
sober when you went after the mail, asks
you, if you can run a gasoline engine an'
'what-experience you've had with soil
analysis. Gosh! Then you got the job.
There ain't DO farm hands any more.
There's engineers an' biologists an'
chemists an' electricians, but there ain't
aino -farmers."
''It's different, that's all," said the as-
sistant. "We get the crops just the
same, but we do it easier."
"That's the p'int I'm maktna" said
the old man. "You do it easier. You set
on a self-harvester-binder-thresher-
sacker an' go through a field o' grain
lhout doin' a lick more'n pushin' a but-
ton or pullin' a lever, an' then you
think you're smart because you done it
easy. Look at you. I c'd wrestle you,
.ecillar 'n elbow, or any bolts you like
-an' wipe the ground with you, &sold as I
-am. I could lick you with one hand tied
behind me. I bet I can pitch two loads
sof hay afore you could one—tut you'd
rig up a derrick an' a portable auto-
matte hay fork an' save time an' do It
easier. Time! Ain't you got all the time
there is? You git out an' saw wood in-
-.teed o' gettin' a steam ergine to do it
an' your back'll be the better for it
rump wattr for the stock an' let the
wind do the work the Lord intended an'
you'll raise borne muscle on your arm
Pitch your own hay an' git a chest on ,
you; holler acrost a ten-acre field an' Im-
prove your lungs, instid o' settin' down
to a telephone."
"You aren't against the use of ma-
elleery, are you, Uncle Dave?" asked
the assistant.
"No. I ain't agin machinery. That's
tall right up to a certain pint, but the
pint is that you're runnln' it into the
ground. Look at the advertisements in
the papers. All of 'em to save trouble
?Why waste time stroppin' a raeor? Why
trouble to cook? Use the self-actin' this
an' the already-prepared that' an' the
antermattc t'other. Don't fool away
• chawin' your little': eat the pre
digested health food that will save rout
otummick trouble. Don't use the legs
that you've been welkin' with; ride, an•
save the wear an' tear on 'em, or stay
at home an' press a button or write
postcard an' have what you want
brought to you. We kin furnish you any.
thin' you've a mind to mention quicker
▪ cheaper an' easier than you Ida as
It yourself by the e14-fashioned moth-
Oda.. Ain't that it? You bet it is,
"I tell you if this 'dee of havin' every-
Oda' done easy an' without trouble
epee on there won't be no use of Win',
an' we'll all git to be the orneriest,
tineest, shiftlesset set o' people on the
lace of the &frill. That's my judgment.
I may be mistaken an' it may be all right
to take life easy, but that ain't my no.
(Ion of it I don't feel natural with a
tot o' machinery sowin' an' cultivathe
an' reapin' an' znarketin' an' martin'
an' puffin' an' explodin' all over the
plate. Life wasn't meant to be too easy
'here ali.'t no satisfaction to me to de
anythin' if It's too blame easy. I like
to go up against a hard proposition an'
teat it out. I don't want a machine dep-
-eotized to do m7 fightin' for me an' set
beck in en Peay eh'', en' vett-% It dote
tete my head with the next man, but
I want to use my hands, too, a • he rest
w' my body. By jir.Os. they've even got
Acolrv.ptions for makin' fishin' easy
"I don't want to sit on a traction en
riti- to do my plowini. I want to have
Any two fists aholt of the plow handle,
ran' feel as if I was a-rippin' the sod up
snyeelf. I want to straddle the clods
an' cuss at the Locals ee' dodge the
stumps; and in other ways work my body
we'll as Mr heart -1.-wIrt
Saw an' swing the ax, an' shoulder the
eaclos o' titers an' hoist 'en] into the
'wagon. I'm a man an' not jet a qwell
tended thinkin'onachioe—or I uaed to
be.
"It's just a case of used to be' al




stances and enve °unseat rather than by
choice, and it was only from necesalty
she had spent mast of her later girl-
hood in the preciacts of Fleet street
He was amused at her taste for litera-
ture and in a mad way proud of her
literary attainments. She had written
for some years for some of the numer-
iiiikalUftWatitilialtirtUes, but lately she
had done deeper work, and now at last
her book was finished. It-was almost
like a woman's first-born to her, this
novel into which he had put her beet
thoughts and he eatrst nYaielsm—a
cynicism not hint .nly born of a
friend's trouble. .acaetimes she won-
by depleting vice one Inn norm a
hundred where she warns on* or two.
if a girl wished to teach the world a
lesson let her teach it by her own pari-
ty of life and nowise." He stopped
tbruptly, and added: "I am very glad
that young wonaan does not belong to
me, Margaret."
There was a moment's intense
••••••••••••••••••••••••••• silence, as Margaret sat slowly rea
CCORDING to the unspoken laws I lag that her book was quite as 
out-
of her Bohemian world he was a spokete "I ani very 
glad that young
Philistine and e prig, watch means be woman does not belong to 
me." Those
was a gentleme and old-fashioned In were the only words she 
could remora-
his ideas about onion. bur distinctly 
of all he had said. She
She was a itohemian by circum- knew now why she 
had not written to
tell him about her book. A subtle in-
stinct must have warned her; the la-
ttinct that preserves sensitive women
troin making mistakes with those they
love.
But she loved her book, too--did she
love it more than Ralph? She hardly
knew—she was only conscious of a
sudden feeling of icy coldness toward
him, and involuntarily she withdrew
her hand from its place op his chair,
then turned and looked . him Is *5
tam. "Supposing I had written a book
like that, Ralph?"
"I can't suppose anything so abnor-
mal. Margaret—women with minds
dered what Ralph Merton would say , like you don't dig 
in mud."
when he read her book. She felt he was 't "But supposing I had?" she 
persist-
not a man to tolerate too great a ' ed, feeling as though 
the decision of
breadth of view in the 'o man he loved; her very fate itself 
hung on his an-
yet she was sure he would be proud of
her success; for even her publisher—
and almost every publisher at least
apes pessimism—had told her he had
not the slightest doubt upon the sub-
ject
"The story Is so bread," he said; "and
people love to read about the coarser
side of life."
Margaret was deeply hurt at this open
criticism, for that had not been her
object; and she explained to her pub-
that she did not wish to appeal
to the worse but to the better side
of human nature, and only to point
a wholesome moral. She had written
to warn women, and had only spoken in
so unabashed a way of stn and evil to
teach a lesson and save her sex from
bitter suffering.
The publisher merely shrugged his
shoulders and accepted the book, and
wondered why women hide what they
mean by flowery language.
To-day she had received the last of
her proofs, and now she was sitting
over the fire with her precious burden
on her knee. Now and again she lifted
a page and reread it carefully, and sat
and dreamed, and altered here and
there., and eat and dreamed again.
Once or twice she struck something out
or strengthened and rewrote a sentence.
and from time to time she glanced up
it the clock, and when at last it struck
Eve she rose, and, collecting her papers.
put them on the writing table, and, re-
seating herself by the fire, sat listening
for her lover's footstep.
Quite unconseleus of the depths of
his views on woman, she eagerly antic-
ipated his pleasure and pride. She de-
cided not to tell him about her book at
first, but, womanlike, keep her sews
until he should have told her his.
London to Rema Wires.
Tete-a-tete between London and
'Roma, 1.100 miles apart, is the latest
telephone revelation. Prof. 'Majorama
favcrOctl the microphone for use
With the telephone, vete reby experts
of London and Rome have already
field disjointed conversation. 'Fe
establish telephonic communication be•
Aween the two cities is said to be
perfectly simple, provided the connect,.
lag wires are thick enough. It ill
Merely a question of money. In tele-
phoning long distances sections of wire
ere used, which are effective for inter.
linedlate points, buto.peihaps not eub-
Ilitantial enough for the entire dl,.
• tunal. trailing the necessary su bs
tution of thicker wires the alterna-
tive is the use of the microphone.
match makes it possible to hear words
'transmitted over the thinner wires.
The longest distance for effective tele-
phonina, from London Is at present
to Marseilles, 800 milea dP"ant.
They had finished tea and were sitting
together over the fire.
"Won't you have a cigarette, Ralph?"
"You are sure you don't mind, Mar-
garet?"
"Of course not; I love It—it's so home-
like. Besides. I want to tell you some-
thing, and men can listen better while
they smoke."
He took the hand that rested on the
side of his chair and raised it gently to
his lips. "How you spoil me, Maraga.
ret!"
"Nothing to what I shall do by-and-
by," she retortea. laughing "Ail nice
wives spoil their husbands, and I mean
to be a very nice wife."
"It's a treat to meet a girl like you In
these 'days, dear." he said; "you are not
like a present-day woman, somehow."
"Perhaps theey are not so bad as you
think."
not," laughing;
"but there are some fanuny ones about.
I met one abroad, by the way—a, writer.
a Miss Vereker"—he paused—"she gave
me quite a shock."
Margaret laughed. "Really? What
was she like. Ralph? Tonsly about the
bend and floppinaly artistic, or the ad-
vanced-young-v. omen type?"
"Neither," he said; "her appearance
was charming—to look at—my dear
Margaret; she might have been as pure
and sweet as you yourself; but her
book—well, I never wan so thoroughly
shocked in my life."
'Do you mean by
Otherwise?' "
He ft owue y. "I should
hardly have thought you even knew the
name."
"I have read it," said Margaret,
quietly. "and I thought it very clever."
Ile lookea at her In some astonish
ment. "Clever!" he echoed, "of course
it's clever, fiendishly clever, Margaret;
no one could doubt that for asmoment•
but I don't see what that has to do
with 'It. It's appalling to me that tin
unmarried girl should write a book one
cannot show one's women folk. Why
^an't women leave-We- coarser side of
life to the man novelist to depict?"
"Perhaps she had a moral lesson to
teach," said Margaret, speaking a
shade coldly.
"Lesson! Nonsense!" said Merton.
"It's not an unmarried girl's piacs to
teach moral lessons—'not in that way
at any rate. You cannot touch pitch
without becoming defiled, and for
young girl like that to wallow in liter-
ary mud can only show she hae in mm'
pure mind and soiled imagination.% a--
"My dear Ralph!"
"Well, Margaret, I apologize; bet I
spoke strongly because I feel strongly;
and, being so sweet and clean a writer
yourself, you may be able to Influent*
a friend who writes that style of book."
"I am sure this book was rreact as
, a warning."
"Pahl" laid Rs,, "wia0.011 1 yin
twer.
"I should first ask you not to pub-
lish it," said Ralph Merton very slow-
ly, "and—"
"And if I refused?" interrupted Mar-
garet, eagerly. "Supposing i were to
refuse your request—"
"I should leave you, Margaret," he
said quietly. "I should never marry •
woman who wrote an unclean book. I
should never trust her."
"Why not?" she asked, in genuine
amazement
"I should feel she had either done
something bad or was capable of doing
something bad. It is woman's mission
to uplift men by her example in her
Life, and la her writings If she writes.'
"Aren't you a little hard and narrow,
Ralph?"
"Perhaps so," he answered, gravely.
"I dare say I am narrow, Margaret—
according to an ordinary modern wom-
an's creed—bust my wife will




For a long time after Ralph Merton
had left the room Margaret sat quietly
looking into the fire. In one short hour
her whole point of view of life had
changed. She had thought her lover
would be proud of her success, and she
hoped he would even understand her
motive in writing her book. It was
even more outspoken, and dealt even
more deeply perhaps with the subject
of sin and passion than that other
book of which he had spoken with
such contempt and open loathing. It
was horrible to her to think that Ralph
would imagine she had used her sub-
ject—the sad story of a friead's mis-
fortune—as an ignoble means of at-
taining success and money.
Margaret realized as she sat there
with closely clasped hands, her heart
oeating with • heavy thud of nervous
excitement, that she had reached a
crisis in her life. How much was ties
mans love worth to her, and what was
love when weighed in the balance
against her art? Two alternatives lay
before her. She must either give up
Ralph, or give up publishing her
Look.
She knew her aim had been single,
and her desire quite pure; but Ralph
would never understand that, and
therefore she need not put his faith
and trust to each a test. If she pub-
lished the story she knew he would
never marry her. To lose him would
'oe torture—and yet to lose her book
would be torture, too. She sat there,
torn first one way and then another,
communing with herself—facing life
and pats and pride, she felt a bitter
sense of disappointment that amount-
ed almost to despair. Gradually the
glowing firelight died slowly down and
only the gray ashes go aered and gath-
ered until the last red glow began to
fade, and still Margaret sat battling
with ambition and her love.
"Shall I make the fire up for you,
miss?"
"No, thanks, Mallam."
The maid waited. "It's a chilly
'night, miss, and it's raining, too
Shan't I bring a few sticks in?"
Margaret stirred impatiently, wait-
ed a moment, and then said In her
usual gentle voice: "Very well, thank
you—make it up if you like."
The maid left the room to fetch the
wood, and Margaret ruse with a slight
shiver and crossed to the writing
table on which she had laid hem
precious proofs. Beside them stood
her lover's photograph She took it
up and looked at it long and intently.
It was a frank and open face, and she
recalled with a throb of womanly
pride the blue eyes that grew so ten-
der when the' looi.ed et her an 1 re
THE MULCAHY'S RISE
MOW IT BRED GREAT DIS-
COMFORT.
In the days when the Mulcahy"
lived in the "Petah," Mulcahy, senior,
had been the dominating force in the
household.
Mulcahy worked faithfully at the
gas house year in and year out until
he and amassed a savings account that
represented comparative wealth. Then
fortune, in the guise of the superinteie
dent of a stone quarry, knocked at the
door of the cottage down In the
"Patch," with the announcement that
the owner of the quarry was anxious
to sell it at a moderate price.
With the advent of prosperity there
came to the Mulcahy girls the natural
desire to better their residence. They
bombarded their mother continuously,
but all she would say was, "Yell have
to ask himself." "Himself" announced
with a growl every time that the sub
ject was breached to him that the old
place had been good enough for their
mother and their father and that it
would have to be good enough for
them.
13at their constant pleadings and
complainings finally won from their
father a reluctant consent to purchase
a house more suited to their improved
fortunes. Marion, who had been Mary
Ann; Juliette, who had been Julia.
and Marguerite, who had been Maggie,
finally decided on a residence in an ex-
clusivt eighborhood fronting a small
Parkwai. Mrs. Mulaahy packed her
few belongings with a sigh. The con-
trol of the house had been shifted from
Jeremiah to the three daughters. She
anticipated trouble, for their supervis-
ion was certain to be more personal
than that of her husband had been.
From morning till night it was fault-
finding in the house of hlulcahy. The
three girls were discontented. They
would not even acknowledge to them-
selves that the real reason for their
disquiet was the fact that the society
which they had expected to be gladly
received in, once they had left the
"Patch," had taken absolutely no no-
tice of them. Not one of their new
neighbors had called on them. When
they sauntered forth in the afternoons,
brace in their finery, they met no one
who knew them. They were lonely,
desperately lonely. They threw all the
blame for their lack of social success
on their poor mother. Their childish
dread of their father prevented them
from daring to correct him. Jeremiah
cordially hated the elaborately deco-
rated rooms of his new mansion.
"Maybe it's all right, Mary Ann," he
said dubiously to his wife, "bat I'd
like a place where I could smoke in
peace. Mary Ann won't let me smoke
in the parlor and Julia won't let me
smoke in the library, and Maggie
won't let me smoke on the porch, and
the lady out yander"—he pointed in
the direction of the kitchen—"won't
let me set me foot in there at all."
All this did the little old woman
have to endure, until finally her health
gays way under the strata of loneli-
ness and worry and a real homesick-
ness for the place she had called home
for so long. Marion promptly decided
that her mother needed a European
tour. She suggested It to the doctor
tentatively. The doctor was one of
the few of whom the haughty Marton
was afraid.
"I think that yous mother needs eh-
white rest and quiet," he told her.
He held an earnest conversation
with old Jeremiah with the result that
the latter announced that he would ac-
company Mrs. Mulcahy and that he
would not tell one at them where they
were going. The three stormed and
railed, but their father was adamant.
Not a word did they hear from them
for three weeks. By this time they
were In a frenry of fear lest death hid
overtaken the wanderers Then one
day Juliette met down town old Mrs.
Daly, wlio had lived next to thins in
the -Patch.' flare was no evading
the lady. Juliette assumed her most
frigid manner, but Mrs. Daly shattered
it with her first sentense: "I thought
you were away while your father and
mother warn over rs the old house."
"In the aid homer cried Juliette
"Mime else but in the old house?"
demanded Mrs. Daly. "And it's a fine
sight better your ma n since she came.
I suppose you'll be -Ewe" now that
you've come homer"
Under cover of the darkness that
night the three sisters went to the old
house that they had never expected to
be forced to enter again. As Marguer-
ite opened the door, Mrs. Mulcahy
looked up from her knitting. Jeremiah
removed his pipe from between his
teeth to bid them come in. The three
had not waited for the invitation. They
had already begun their storm against
the citadel of such folly as they saw
before them. They wept, they scolded,
thy caioletl, they pleaded, the.), threat-
membered with a thrill of tenderness
the touch of the strong, warm hand.
ened.• But Jeremiah and Mary Ann
were unmoved.
"It's ours," said the old man, "end
we'll come here whenever It pleases
as. You can stay or you can go. We
are going to end our daye In comfort
come up to my standard." -- You have what you iwant. We are
It was a good standard—she mot-
mired that—tor it touched the high 
going to take what we want, for a
change. And if you show any mind
level that avoided "even the appear, not to let us, I'll make you come back
ance of evil," and it was g standard
she might do well to reach not only 
here and Sill the other house. If you'll
in his opinion of her, but in her life 
mind your own business and leave us
te ourselves we'll divide our time be-
and Work. We each live in our own typeon the two
isolated work! of thought, and tie Marion, Who had been Mary Am;
most bitter sacrifices! we peer maim Juliette, who bad been Julia, and Mas-
er, those only known to our secret otteriae, who had been Magee, accept.
Wyss. Margaret bent her head and ed the decision of Jeremiah in *dense.
and the voice that had said to het
only that very day:
"My dear Margaret, I may be a lit-
tie narrow; hot my wife will have to
cur.
looked one* more at her loser's photo- The old man held the balance of pow
-eyes* until yen know the new
graph, and then, with a hand that 
sr. They looked at their mother re- 
weedeersi odes we Cr.are make. 2 mar ma. • postal liars everything. Write it NOW.
prostehfullar, but she Yeas lesaiming
replaised It ein her Sabha, whd, softly. They glared at o'er sable
taking hair isofned quildr17 scarily, but be was smoking his pipe
the fl" and' 41/.41111r 
tor. them leef again and 'reeding Isla saimpass..-,




SOUP!! BOUND 122-823 136-836
Leave Chicago  6.3o p.m. 9:40 a.m.
9140 P.m. 1:50 p.m.
Leave Cairo  6:oo a.m 3:51 P.m.
Arrive Paducah  7:45 Lin 7:40 p.m.
Leave Paducah  7:50 a.m 3:10 p.m
Arrive Princeton  9:119 a.m. 4:15 P.m.
Arrive Hophinsville  6:to p.m.
Arrive Nashville  9:25 p.m.
Trains marked (5) run daily except Sunday. All other trains ran
daily. Trains 14)3 and 104 carry through sleepers between Cincinnati,
Memphis and New Orleans; trains tot and toe sleepers between Louis-
?Me, Memphis and New Orleans. Trains Rol and 8a3 sleepers between
Pathicah and St. Louis. Train 8ot 'aspects at East Cairo with Chicago
Itiofflier. For further irdormation, address,
J. T. DONOVAN, agent, City Ticket Office, Paducah, Ky.
R. W. PRATHER, Ticket Agent, Union Depot, Paducah, Ky.
F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., La iisville, Ky.
NOM A. SCOTT, A. G. P. A., Memphi.t, Tenn.
S. G. HATCH, G. P. A., Mesas, Ill
W. H. BRILL, D. P, A-. It. 11...da. sla




400, TURAS afte 
most 
r Ian DrIff.:11 at Vila;BRUM any other manufacturer or dealer in the world. •from &err. .
at on, price
or 013 dig kind 40,/ terns, snon you have received oar complete Free Cata-,
torsos Illustrating and itiescrng every hied of high-grade and low-grade
bicycles, old patterns sad Istest models, and learn of our remarkable Lott
PRIORS and wonderful_ ingw offers made possible by selling from factor)
direct to rider with no ntiddVentees profits.
VAL AMP ON APPROVAL srltla•tal 0 cent dyers/. Pay the Freight sea
allbw 10 Days Free Trial and make other liberal terms which no other
-bowie in the world will do. You will learn everything and get much vela
able information by simply writing us • postal.
We need a aliikop Agent in every town aed can offer an opportunity
to make money to suttabk young men who apply at once.
DO NOT BUY A BN3rosz
NORTH BOUND No. 102
liehere New Orleans  7:te p.m.
bane Memphis  0:45 a.m.
Loewe Jackson, Tenn,  8:07 3.01.
bfiNarre Rives 
Isserre Felton  iosis a.m.
Ihseive Paducah  11 :ao a.m.





At Nortonville  1:38
Amin Central City  2:05 p.m..
Anise 'Horse Branch  3:e6 p.m.
raoeive Owensboro  '55 p.m.
!Weise Louisville  5105 p.m.
Arrive Cincinnieti  9:15 p.m.
ILLDIOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD TIME TABLE
OORAECIED MAY 3oth, zgo6.
No. tot No. 12ISWAM EKX.31111) No. 103
Mama Loisievilla .. 
.. 8:ao a.ni 6:00 p.m.
7:3o billi.
Saw Cincionati .......,  •••111
• 2:38 p.m. 1::-.408 parranil 11:05 a.m.
12:01 p.m.
Mare Oweasbor•  . 6:30 p.m.
Move Plerse Branch 
scoo a.m.
Biesrve Central City  3:30 p.m. .r :o3 a.m. 12:30 p.m.
Lamm Hiransville  Iit:50 p.m. 
1:28 pan.Lamle Nortenvilla  4:08 Pax
beowe Nashville  
414040 Pa:1nm.- 8:3o a.m.
Maws 'Bsoceton .......„...  a 4:55 PAIL 
8:o5 a.m.
i:so p.m. 
97;47 p.111; 11:20 a.m.Detre Mopkinsvills 
Alasive Paducah .  
6:15 p.m. 
3:4027 La.m.. 2:35 pan.
4:15 lalan
Mum Ilailueah 
., 7:20 9.115. 
3:45 a.m. 4:20 pet.
jelliblai w: 14816410110::, 'Pena. 
/ONO Rives .1. 8:13 p.m. 6:ea a.m
5:51 a.ma 8106 pia 




41100bre Memphis •t•io p.m 8:30 a.m 
•.



































NORTH BOUND No. 3o6 NO. 374
beim Paducah ......  12:40 p.m. 4:20 p.m.
lorifee C.arbeadais  4:35 bin. 8.40 p.m.
Aserte Chicago .  6:3o a.m. 6:3o a.m.
Paseve St. Louis  8:30 p.m. 7:20 a.m.
SOUTH BOUND
















Leave Nashville  B:to am.
Leave Hopkinsvilla  11 :20 a.m. 6:41) a.m.
Leave Princeton  2:35 p.m 7.4 a.m.
Arrive Paducah  4:15 Pm 9:25 a.m,
Leave Paducah  6:15 p.m. 9:30 a.m.
Arrive Cairo  7:45 p.m.11:10 a.m.
Atr've St. Louis  7:so a.m 4:30 p.m










We Will Sell NAILS, TdOitfi
Yee a Sans_ple %lir? Let
Pal" fop Only Oti THE MR
(caste WITH OithiCIll .4.68)
NO MORE TROUBLE FROM PUNCTURES.
Result of 15 years experience in tire
making. No danger from THORNS. CAC-
TUS, PINS, NAlLS? TACKS or GLASS.
Serious punctures, like intentional knife Chts, can
be vuicentoed like any other tire.
a.e 11 a! a a/ -and pairs eow In actual use. Over
'sve.ty ',.a Thastmw.1 pairs sold last year.
.80  $4.8°
Welles the tblek rubber treat
"A" and puncture strips "H
sod "D." also rim strip "II"
to prevent rim nutting. Tade




RESORIFTION 0 Made in all sizes. It is Heel" sad easy riding, very durable and lined inhale
I with • spatial quality of rubber, which never becotnes porous and whk.h closes up small punctures
wit snowing the air to escape. We have hundreds of betters from satisfied customers Hating
1 at jute, the puncture resisting qualities being given by emelt layers of thin, specially
,..5, that tires have only been pumped up owe or twice in • wholesome's. They weigh no more the"
on the freed That "Plokli.ng met" setnisHon colonially felt when riding on asphalt
rillirt-14-ads-". la overcome by patent 'filudiet Weave" used which provosts all air from being,
out between the ti sad the read thus 
0,1 
overomni:Fieurtion. The ryguler price of these 
4t per pair, but for advertising perpeara wit are a spatisl factory price to the ride,
IOcT pair. All orders skipped mme day W r red. We .hip COD. on approvaL
wet pay • cent until you have essoulnail sad Meted them 'Wetly as represented.
=
ewijienew a eashutilleount Of y per mot OlbmilibY Thing Ow Pauld7rueliCps.5 TP•orrtli:reirl(theseffeouteem titind
WAXIII WITH' ORD= mad verbose Osis oireitimeietil. Wimp hesW2).! i•dhlOireesentodbOenreet•4:11
posicierrebriZerrantdo Cr= in 
nd 
team" or MP=sittibills "'surf: et bees"
at OVA serpent* if for my reason they ars nalleriehetory es Nomination.
Wir alli r.:41/orrirethl".tandeamalmfe el or I- as table" ilir tillitisublit IL; If ii;leittyerrdePeler atimpalatirt
Won will r saideriwa, wear bettise, lest longer and.... ,pee was that
that when yeas wont a bicycle you will us yrs . We went you id send us a stnalrigii
ordstrOO,AsAC, a this remediable Ore
or gee you haw seer sand m sone at anewhosie.y bte, We hieLbowplatyeerweeitell bee:711.4
-130W( iv.u. etivr, se by es at ha th
DO NOT wan- ;Av.,' .1. - at.,:frirt. F. M Di
grins shagged by !raters and reps
OF BrITIN1410
STILE lopLo"Jt" 01110111.• 11.
TTIR DA/L VERBD TO Y011118 DOOR FOR, so








RICH MAN IN THE ARCTICA RING THE CURSE OF SPAIN YOUNG MAN FROM JAPAN. THE TALE OF A TALE VIEWS OF PEOPLE. E.IH.PURYEAR e-
l'ffoung Engliahmaa of Henna on Mee
Flexing Expedition in Polar
Region.
An enterprising young Englishman
named Alfred H. Harrison started last
Summer down the Mackenzie, the great
northern river of Canada, to spend tbee
winter somewhere in the neighborhood
of its mouth. His winter camp is sup
posed to be in the delta among the
Eskimo. Next spring he expects to
set out on an exploring expedition
Into an unknown polar area.
All the maps show a great number
a arctic iielands to the north of this
continent But the western part oi
this region has not yet been explore4
excepting very near the coast, and
there is a stretch of about 1,000 miles
of sea to the west of PrIlloe Patrick
Island and Banks LAnaiag 'where no
a bit of land is shown.
The Jeannette drifted through the
middle of this region without seetne
land until she got north of the Neer
Siberia islands, where she discoreree
three islands. No reason is knows
why there should not be other island&
and Harrison's purpose is, U Poelabia
to lOnd new leads, should any exist M
Ibis part of the Arctic.
, Harrison has one advantage oyes
8120411 explorers and that is that he Ii
• man of means. All be had to de
was to select his field of work, settle
the bill, for his outfit, and go on his
'way.
He le bearing the whole expense
himself. except that be received a loan
of scientific Instruments from the
Royal Geographical society; and some
of the sledges and other equipment
need by a south polar expedition
ware presented to him.
The work before him is difficult and
hazardous, but there Is every reason
to hope that be may be able to add
something at least to our knowledge
of this unknown area. He is an ez.
perienced traveler, and has trained
'himself very thoroughly to carry out
his work on scientific lines. He has
a number of excellent assistants and
exPecta to blifty doge of the EekImo'
In the Mackenzie delta.
According to our present knowl-
edge, it is doubtful If the more north-
ern arctic waters in this region con-
tain any Islands Not tar north of
Trees Josef Land Dr. Nansen came
upon a sea with soundings of 2,000
Wheats.
It Is believed that this deep sea ex-
tends over the whole of the north
polar area to within 100 or 160 miles
of the continents. If this is the case,
no land is likely to be found, except
on the continental shelf, where the
soundings rarely exceed 300 fathoms.
It Harrison discovers new islands, the
• probability is that he will find them
s within 200 miles of the coasts of
North America or Asia.
FARE WAS PARTICULAR.
Etunaae Young Woman Gave Cabby
a Most Unpl.essant Seta-
satio...
The young women was about LO take
a -ride in a cab bhe wee esedently
humane young person. beca-so, %OIL
t.le driver of the vehicle brought It a•
her signal, she proc.:eied to q•aetiot
him, relates the Lialtellera News.
"Etas your horse done much work to
day?" she asked,
"I`e's tura come out of, his stable
Eady.". repl.ed that person, menen
mutely.
The gin OsIt. the quldruer,l's calee
"!..e leame to im wiry warm," she
ventured.
"Yeezum; h!s warm. Ire's
neap mere .:1.1(` trtrarg Cser
thin to le it,Is., t.4.17
The yee..a, eoe . et( et he
Smola
• loe r,Ser. ill:lea" she asked
'o3t re. • ' r:e r. "IV*
live a V ( V tees Or.
tesee .•(.1I n.i.1c:; Li re they
curare cJt ot e.al every
e 'ening bt r.i ti ev co tn."
"Ii. ha ve:o; °la'. • ?tarred !Se etrt.
ciagowlY peot:ditre 'tett lip
r. yen a'temnt tr. see his teeth.
"That *i eve uothing moren •
colt, miss reepondee the driver, se-
rioualY. "no ain't been in harness
moreS a year. But he has the sweet
disposition fur sure, and he's at
steady as an old bees. He's a regular
kitten for geetietass and spirits."
The young woman smiled as one
'who feels that she has done all she
eon in the cause of humanity. "Well,'
ehe said, "don't drive fast," and
etepped into the vehicle.
"If there's anything I bate It is to
take these 8..P. C. A. ladies a-riding,"
Confided the driver in a growl to • tel.
low cabman as he adjusted his reins
"Every time I try to make this old
brute trot a bit now she'll be poking
sp the trap and a-screaming at me.
I sure do hopethls shoetell stay on till
get her wherever she's a-going."
Simple Band Is Known as "kephiso
to's" and Brings Misfortune
to Dynasty.
There Is always a distinction and •
sort of pride in possessing something
which no one else has, even if that
something is reputed to be a dispenser
of misfortune and history can show
:eat the possessor is sure to get into
rouble through it. Until very re
cently the Spanish royal family was
in this unenviable position and this
lasted from about the middle of the
sixteenth century until after the time
of the SpanishArneriean war.
This unique but unfortunate posses-
sion is nothing more or less than an
Innocent-looking but rather wonder-
ful ring, and because it is reputed to
be the carrier of ill luck kt has been
dabbed "Mephisto's riug." In appear-
Ince it is similar to an ordinary mar-
riage band of solid gold with the ex.
ceptiou that it is set with a large and
perfect emerald, the center of which
has been hollowed out and contains
• ruby so cut as to fit exactly. Around
these at the edge of the emerald are
alternately set pearls and diamonds of
'about the size of pin heads.
Although this ring is said to be
quite valuable and to have a wonderful
history attached to it, no one can be
found in Spain who I. willing to take
It even as a gift, and this because it
Li universally known what "Meptristo's
ring" means.
This evil ornament Came into Span.
lel possession at the time of the reign
of Philip II., but how no one seems
to know. History tells that during the
reign of this monarch and those if
his successors, Philip III. and Philip
IV., the country WAS slowly but surely
on the decline. This ring was in the
possession of all these kings. From
the reign of Philip IV. to that of
Charles IV. the ring cannot be traced,
but it then again springs into exist
ence, and history tells of the dis
estrous wars between Spain and Eng
land during the time of the last-named
monarch.
Next Philip's son, who ascended the
Spanish throne as Ferdinand III., to
'taken prisoner by Napoleon and the
Spanish throne is given to the brothet
of the French emperor Then come.
toe Carlist rebellion under rerdlnande
daughter. Isabella ii., and the banish
meat of Queen Christina, the war with
the Moors; the banishment of Queen
Isabella In 1868, the general sceneo
of anarchy and bloodshed during the
years of 1871 and 1874, and finally the
quarrels between Spain and her colo
nem, which resulted In the disastrous
Spanish-American war.
At the time of the commencement of
the recent war between Spain and the
United States thts ring was presented
by the Spanish royal family to
church in the hope that having • re-
ligious institution as Its owner its evil
effects would be averted. This did
nothing toward changing Its influence,
for almost immediately after its recep-
tion by the church this house of wor-
ship was burned to the ground, and
:he ring was thereupon returned to
its donor.
It was then given to a museum, but
like the church, this was also destined
to receive harm, for it was twice (a
thing raid never to happen) struck by
lightning. The ring was again re-
turned to the Spanish royal family,
where it remained for some time. The
last defeat of the Spanish army and
privy is claimed to be due to this ring
At present no one will take the re
rponalbility of the ownership of this
jewel, so it has been placed in a strong
box and secretly buried.
Friends 'too Self-Defense.
links—I ten you what it Is, there M
ier.thing nee having lots of friends.
Winks:—I presume not.
links—No, sir. As soon as I lose a
job my friends gq. all around bunting
a new plane for me so as to lava ma







ft to not uncommon for a diamond
to explode soon after it reaches the
surface; some have been knosen to
burst In the pockets of the miners or
when held in the warm hand, and the
lees is the greater because large stonee
are more liable to explode or fly In
pies*, than small ones. Valuable
Mimes have been destroyed in this
way, and It Is whispered Unit cunning
dealers are not averse to allowing re-
sponsible clients to handle or carry in
their warm pockets large crystals
fresh from the mine. By way of safe-
guard against explosion some dealers
imbed large diamonds in raw potato
to insure safe transit to England.—
London Chronicle.
Eclipse in Malta.
An engineer who viewed the recent
eclipse of the sun from his station in
Malta thus describes the effect of the
darkness on the inhabitants of that is-
land: "The Maltese nearly went mad
with fright, thinking the world was
coming to an end. All the people of
the village where I am living ran into
the church, while some rang the
church bells and some even fired off
large squibs (something of the fire-
works tribe, I mean), but it was all
over In about a quarter of an bout
and then the Maltese left the church
and made their way back to their
houses, still looking very much
scared."
Called His Bluff.
Wes Cutting—I have often wondered
why you have never dabbled in liters.
titre, Mr. Glibb.
Mr. Glibb--Ah, you flatter me. Miss
Cutting.
"Not at all!" said she. "It I (-mild
spin off fairy trier av easily as you
can, I should certainly try to put














In.aw But raw Words of Englislo
Yet Knew How to Be
Polite.
The other day, at a railroad station
a Apaneee young man was notice
aindig several Americans, who were
eating, that is, bolting, their food by
jerks. He knew but few words of Eng
lish, but managed to call for some
oysters and coffee. He ate and drank
with most exquisite manners, and at-
tracted much attention by his frequent
use of "I beg your pardon." When he
wanted the pepper, upon reaching for
It, he said in a sweet voice to the man
before whom he had to 08.58 his arm:
"I beg your pardon" One coarse fel-
low, who sat with his hat tilted over
one eye, surprised even himself by
pushing the plate of crackers toward
tne polite little Japanese without even
.being asked. He did not look up, as
if ashamed of being caught in the
act.
Conversing afterward with the young
man from Japan he admitted that he
knew less than 100 words of our lan-
guage. I beg your pardon, thank you,
If you please and you are very kind
were phrases he could speak very dis-
tinctly, and by means of them made
his way wherever he went.
Politeness costs nothing and is the
passport to every good in life. It never
fails to bring returns. This Jay was
unlike a little American girl I know,
aged five.
Recently her father brought home a
humorous book, teaching ewilitenese by
showing the shockingly bad manners
of a family of children.
"Edna," he said, "I hore these funny
pictures and stories will help you to be
more polite."
"It's of no use, papa.. It will take
more than a book to teach me Was.







MORAL VIEW OF "TIPS."
Philosophical Basely Distributed to
the Guests of a Summer
Hotel.
At one of the summer resorts where
hotel life comes very near being robbet
of all its terrors, the following C14114118J
Is given to the guests:
Tips and fees: The evils and annoy
ancestof this custom are generally res-
eeded. Tips are given for one or more
of the following reasons:
Custom, which is mere imitation.
Fear of being thought mean, wkieb
Is cowardice.
Deaire to be thought generous, which
is vanity.
Desire to help the poor, wields is
charity.
Desire for some favor ineonsieteat
with full justice to others, whiells is
bribery.
Because, in some places no realm-
able service can be haa without tip-
ping, which is a "bold-up" by ser-
vants. Because some extra service is
wished, not covered by the price paid,
which is commendable desire to pay
for all received.
Appreciation of satisfactory service
already rendenred, or of personal die
ing, which is generosity and good will.
Our employes have been selected as
self-respecting and unwilling to pot
themselves in the place of oedisary
hotel servants. They are neither ob-
jects of charity nor social brigands.
From the first five motives out
guests should be free, and from Wee
sixth motive our employes are tree. is
prompted by the last two, all &emeld
Is. willing to accpt the plan, earetelly
matured after ten years' experiexes. Is
pay for extras in the regular bilis arm
to reward for specially meriuorime
service only at the end of visits.
MAGNIFICENT AND COSTLY.
Beds of Monarchs That Were 'Wore.
Enough to Enrich Ordin-
ary Mortals.
While a certain New York hate.
boasts a bed costing $10.000, tile to; b3
no means the record holder, for there
are instances of beds far more cost
ly. 'states the Herald, of that City.
The most magnificent of all was that
presented the then czar of Russia b3
the shah of Persia some 70 -ears are
Possibly appreciating the op/We/Wen
to the Russian rulor of the quotation
that "Uneasy lIes the head that wear,
a crown," the shah presented a bee
made of crystal, ornamented with sii
ver. It Wil3 cut fr:rt a Fetid block
and in addition to being provided wit,
steps of blue glass, was No-DO:had wit'
a fountain that threugh the niirti
threw streams or scented water tab
the air.
Not so costly was one built In Bon
bny for a native ruler POWS years ago
and which is still in IrP. At the fete
corners were full-size figure's of firearm,
maidens, the ones at the top boldins
stringed instruments, wbtle those al
the foot bore in their hands huge tees
Extending the Nil length of the bee
was a musts box capable of playing
for half an hour before the repertoire
of tene was echaurted.
BY EDITH M. WILLETT'S.
It started on the small sofa in the
alcove beside the reading lamp, and
there were only two people in the
room. One of them stood on the hearth
rug, with his back to the fire, looking
down on the other as she sat, finger-
ing the MS. on her lap.
"Why do you want to read it?" she
asked.
'ilecause you wrote it," he answered,
with great simplicity.
She frowned. "You ought to say,
It's because my other stories have been
so successful, and I get such nice puffs
in the papers!"
"Those reasons may suffice for the
rest of the world, but they don't for
me!"
The hatchet-faced woman with the
carroty hair and the pince-nez, who
makes a point to arri ie at the theater
about three-quarters of an hour before
curtain rise iu order to see 'em all come
In, favored the lonesome-looking hus-
band who accompanied her with her
usual monologue of criticism the other
night.
The Rubberer caught it something
like this:
"Um. Here comes that Souaeish man
I just wonder where los wife is? Never
see her with him at ell any more. Of
course, he ise't to be blamed so much
for wanting to be alone, when it cornsa
to that, for she certaiuly has got to be a
frayed, and frazzled-looking poor thing;
'deed she has! I saw her at the market
coutilteof mornings ago, and of all the
parchmenty-looking ones!
"Souseish looks like he's drinking
hard again, doesn't he? It's a wonder to
me how men can stand all their drink-
ing. That man is just pickled, I de-
clare. If pneumonia V788 to come along
and nip him, he'd go off just like a dash.
H'in. That Tuxedo he wears all the
time is getting pretty seedy. No won-
der he can't afford a new one, when
anybody can see by the looks of him that
he spends every cent he makes for
drink.
"Oh, there come those Gitleft girls.
Did you ever?—the whole three of them
together, as usual, and trying to act kit-
tenish and young, and not a man, or
even an imitation of a man, along with
'em.
"I guess those poor Gillett girls find it
hard enough to keep up appearances
Morey sakes alive, I know that Mildred
Gitlett—Mildred's the eldest of the
three, and she's every bit as old as I am,
if she's a day—Mildred has had that
baby blue silk waist, with the cream lace.
for ail years, and gracious sakes only
knows how many times she's made li
over, the poor old skinny thing! I sup.
pose we'll be seeing that waist till the
crack of doom.
"Did you ever in all your born days
see such a fright of a hat as that on
Aggie Gitleft7 If she hasn't been using
that same piece of brown cotton
velvet on that hat for four years, she's
never used it at all!
"And why, in mercy's name, will
Get-tie Gale just absolutely persist in
wearing that awful cream-colored imi-
tation broadcloth opera cloak? If she'd
only have it cleaned, it wouldn't be so
frightful, but flow!
"Humph! There conies that Nix-
bother woman, without her husband, as
usual, and with that horrid Whatayuse
woman dragging after her, as she always
is. Now, wouldn't you just naturally
think that that Nixbother, if only for
the sake of appearances, would be seen
with her husband once in awhile? Of
course, we all know that he's a brute,
and that he spends every leisure min-
ute that he can grab in playing poker—
and there are some veer stories about
his poker playing. I hear—but why don't
they separate, then, instead of just going
on making people wonder their heads off
about them?
"It's a blessing they have no children.
'deed it is. I think for &couple like that
to bring poor deg? little innocent chil-
dren into the world—oh, there's that
young De Mungpung of the Patagonian
legation. So distangy, don't you think?
And everybody says he's so dreadfully,
frightfully wicked and dissipated, law
me!
"And there comer that spiteful
front woman with her pudgy husband,
and that same old empire fan she's been
ufting for a whole generation, and that
picture bat of the vintage of the Deluge!
"Nicely mated pair, ain't they? She
must weigh fully 83 pounds, and ha
weighs so nes!. 275 that there isn't any
fen in it, I declare. Land sakes, isn't
he the common-looking pudge of a man,
though! Now, if you didn't know,
wouldn't you really take him for a driver
of a brewery wagon? Just think how a
man like that must snore—it's too awful
to even think about. And did you ever
see such a whole acre of bald head as he's
got! And yet she tries to make every-
body believe that he's the handsomest
thing in Washington!
"Humph. here comes that Nieelei
woman, with her two big lubbers of over.
grown sons. Now, don't j. u really
think that she brings those two big lum-
moxes of boys to the theater with het
just for effect—Just to sort o' throw
around herself an atmosphere of d'
mestie detetion and all that sort of
thing?
"My, but isn't it rutiny how she tries
to make up. In spite of her bring s eh
those two great hulking sans of hers:
My, from that waist she has on, youst
think she was about 23, and she's every
day of 50, if she's a minute—don't I
know? Didn't I live in the same neigh-
borhood with her when we were girls?
"And here conies that dissipated-look-
ing Stiffclirr boy. Something que^r
about him—didn't you hear? You know
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he was out of sight for about three iireeseiteeereseeeilimmelMliiimintAmmarve
months last winter. Well, I won't KO so
far as to say that it was forgery--I never
speak ill of anybody—but I do know that
his father made a mighty sudden triple
New York. and young Stiffclip looked
mighty pale and underfed when became
back after his three nfonthe' queer sh-ine weight of the WV set ing only of you. If I was absent-mind• sence. and I know that his people were PAErUCAH, KENTUCKY.music box in motion, while at the some ed, it was because you were present. just worried to death for fear folks 
_
time the figures at the head of the boa If I—er—lost that MS., it was because, would find out where he'd been. And Pictures, Diplomas, Certifics'eue,fingered the strings of their inetru well! I suppose you know it-1 had he's going with the Notnext girl new,already lost my heart. That's all. 
Good-by!"
And  turned to go. But she was
already at his elbow, and there was
something In her band—a typewrittenThe Barber'r Substitute. parcel—a MS.
"What In the world do you want !vitt "It has been a pretty bad quarter ofa phonograph?"
ments, wbile those at the foot waves
their fans, a concealed motor furnish
frig the power that kept the fans go.
lug all night long.
Two hours later he stood in his own
front hall, turning his pockets inside
out by the_ jight of the midnight oil,
then he searched the front steps and
examined the 'pavements outside, and
finally patrolled a certain street to a
certain house till a certain small hour
of the morning, when he returned to
his abode uttering unholy words.
"What are you looking for?" she de-
manded on entering the drawing room
the next morning.
"Nothing," he answered, rising has-
tily from an evident Inspection of the
carpet. His face was pale, and his
searching eye roamed ureasily over the
furniture.
"I thought you mit have dropped
Something!" she suggested, causually.
"Oh, no!" he responded defiantly.
"Well, what did you think of it?"
she inquired.
"Oh!" he said with a start. "That
story of yours? It was great—really
absorbing! I assure you it kept me
awake until four o'clock this morn-
ing!"
"And yet it is comparatively short.
You must read very slowly! Do tell
me what you like best about it."
"Oh, well," he floundered; "I liked
It all immensely, but what appealAd to
me especially was that—er—scene
where the heroine—er—gets the beet
of it."
He felt that he was doing well, but
at this point she brought him back to
earth.
"Do you think," she asked him, earn•
nest and wide-eyed. "that Gregory
ought to have done it?"
"Who?'' he asked, staggered for a
moment. "What?" And then recollect-
ing himself—"Yes." This stoutly. "I
think Gregory was perfectly justified;
I don't see how, under the circum-
stances, he could have done otherwise.
I am quite certain that in his place I
should have done just the same thing."
"What thing?" she asked, as she
peked the fire with her back turned.
Then, as he did not answer immediate-
ly, she said gently: "I don't think
you quite understand what scene I re-
ferred to, but show you in a mo-
ment if you'll just band me the HS."
"The MS.?" he queried, blankly.
"The MS." she repeated deter
He took two turns up and down the
room, then faced her, crimson and
crestfallen.
-I'm extremely sorry to tell you,'
he said hoarsely, "that your MS. is—
(the arctic blue of her eyes froze the
truth upon his lips)—is left behind."
he finished. "I hope you don't need it
immediately?"
"N—no," she admitted; "not to-day,
but I really must dispatch it to the
publishers to-morrow."
"All right," he said. "I'll call in the
morning!"
"With the MS?" she asked him.
smilingly.
"With the MS." he echoed, despair-
ingly.
And as be went out of the house he
held a brief ineffectue conversation
with the butter, punctuated with a five-
dollar bill, and then paced the street
for many hours—a prey to thoughts of
forgery and night
It was the next morning and he had
been talking volubly and long on dif-
ferent subjects when she at length
managed to get in a word.
"Well," she asked, "have you gotttie.
"What?" he answered quickly. The
measles? No! Although you seemed
to think so, judging from the way in
which you avoided me at the reception
last night, and again at the opera aft-
ergard. You wouldn't give me sc
much as a bow."
"1 didn't-see you," she told him.
"Where—where was I?" he inter.
roPted to explain. "In the dress cir-
cle, on the opposite side, with my
glasses leveled on your box."
"That was a waste of time," she said
impatiently, "and so is this. What Is
the use hiding the truth any longer?
Why will you not acknowledge that
you've lost my MS.?"
"Because I haven't!" be answered
doggedly. "No!" (As she stared at
him in amazement.) "If that MS. has
disappeared, vanished irreparably, you
are responsible, and you alone!"
He strode to the door, then wheeling
round, faced her.
"If I forgot your story," he said
harshly, "it was because I was think.
an hour, hasn't it?" she asked him, and
her eyes were twinkling—"thanks to
your stories and mine.' Bet you're not
going yet?" For he was turning to"But I find I can't concentrate my the door knob.) "It isn't late, and be. and—"mind on the job flakes accompanied side—" 
Just then the curtain went up, how- Office with Dr. Rivers & Rivers, tellhby a nowidy flow of here., baseball teed Here '-hi" locked up et him. and—air, er, smd the monoloros gri 111 11. 11 t4 North Fiitio Phones se,.pugilist's:, talk." —1.40viev Ilie cowrie, wen! h dose ticked loudly and the i with the action of the play.—Wiahlall• Residence 1041 way, OW Phone tfiggeJournal. lire oraelbod.—vana Weekly. . toe Star. •._.
1too, and she's a lovely, innocent thing,
and doesn't suspect a thing about him„ Mottos an" C-eders
and 'deed I think it would be only right
for some one to tell her—'deed I do! Irramed right up to date in five mine
"Um, here comes that Waitabit and tttes time at the





Old Phone 08 Red; New Phone 3*
10h.. you see, I'm a creature of MOM
t started recently te shave myself."
"Well?"
two are ever tu this wide world goitres:, #.5 larreadaray.
get married? What on earth they an
be waiting for, I'm sure I don't sea gilt
poeittvely looks careworn with waiting
••••••
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+ + + + + +1 +F• • 
You Can Have Two * PERSONAL NOTES.
+ +
Vacations instead 1,+ + + + + + + + + + + + + +
y tak • - 
Miss- Ida Bov 12 Morganfield, isof One if ou e the guest of her 1,r, ,iier,Bow-
en. the popular little drummer, at the
Palmer House.
Wes Walker, of 1.'ayti'e1d, was here
yesterday.
W: E. Covington and wife have re-
turned home from Waukesha, Mich.
Miss Hattie Curd left yesterday for
Los Angeles. Cal., after a several
weeks pleasant visit to her mother
here.
Hlon. L. W. Holland. of Murray
cation. We have them in Stock from spent Tuesday in Paducah.
John. C. Gates, of Princeton, visited
here yesterday.
Mi-s. J. F. Platt, of lilanadana, was in
01^ city Tuesday.
:Ars. Mott Ayers, of Frankfort. is
the guest of Mrs. L. W. Boswell.
Mr. and Mrs. David Sanders have
gone to Columbus. Ohio, on a visit.
Mr. W. V. Eaton, the attorney, was
yesterday called from the tity to
Shelbyville, Ky., by the sudden death
BROADWAY of a sister, Miss Elizabeth Eaton.
I Miss Lona Darnell, of 913 Clay,
. !lcaves today for Nashville to spend
4.! her vacation.
Mr. R. B. Phillips has gone
1 ork c ty.
i C. A. Nordell, left last night for
Cape Girardeau, Mo., where he goes
on business.
Chas. Holcomb has been in May-
field on business for several days.
Miss Kate Wire: of Mayfield. is the
guest of friends here.
Lewis Beadles, of Mayfield, was the
guest of Dan, Wins  Monday.
E. C. Reed,- cr.,--cif Fulton, was in
the city yesterday on business.
Miss Aynes Carney, of Mayfield,
and one of the towns prettiest young
ladies, is visaing in the city.
Bob Robertson, of Fulton, spent
Tuesday in the city.
Miss May Blossom Bloumont, of
Mayfield. is vuiting in the city.
Mr. Pete Seay, of Mayfield, WAS
here yesterday.
Chas. Cox left yesterday for
Petosky,
Mrs. J. lattirrAlland family left
yesterday for Dixon Springs on a
short sojounrn.
Conn Linn. of Murray, was here
yesterday on business.
Luther Nall, •of Mayfield spent
Tuesday in Paducah.
Dr. R. M. Jones, of Calvert City.
was in the city yesterdat on business
I1. Gus Thomas and two little
daughters, of Mayfield, visted friends
here Tuesday.
Goo. Goddard, of Mayfield, came
down yesterday to see the ball
games.
Mr. H. C. Yeiser. of Cncinnati.
cane to the city Monday on a brief
visit to his brother, Mayor Yeiser,
and family and to join his wife, who
has been Mrs. Yeiser's guest for sev-
cral days.
Lee Craninbaugh, route agent for
the Soouthern Express out of Colum-
bris, Miss., is here to visit relatives
and h s children, who gre with rela--
t ves.
'J. F. Harth left for New Orleans
yesterday morning.
License inspector Henry Lehnhard
is home from Sunlight, Mo., wilitsre
his family is visiting.
a KODAK
To exhibit to your 'frigid& the
-pictures of the pleasant people you
-have met and the beautiful places





* + + + + + + + + + +
LOCAL NEWS IN BRIEF
+ + + + + + + +
-Robert Dunlap, an employe of the
Tiorton-MorganthaleT basket factory
in Mechanicsburg, yesterday got his
hand caught in a machine and it was
to mangled that three fingers had to
be amputated. ne lo-t digets were
off the left hand.
-The council may hold a joint
scssion tomorrow to further consider
'the additional sewerage question.
-Yesterday wat another warm day.
though the sk.es were not so bxight
and there was a light fall of rain just
after noon.
-A street car hit an ice wagon on
'South Third street yesterday morning
and the only damage done was to the
nvvorinan yn the car, J. T. Flowers,
3vh3 hnd a Anger .badly mashed by his
&and be:ng caught between the car
and the wagon. The fault was largely.
if not entirely, with the driver of the
ice wagon, who drove from a side
street into Third just ahead of the
approaching car.
-Plain City Lodge, F. and A. M.
conferred the F. C. degree on three
candidates aekbattigA441 M. degree on
tine candidate last night at its hall.
-County Judge Lightfoot yester-
day heard the argument on the mo-
tMn to remove DT. 'lleraian- 4-lessii
as an administrator of -his mnothees
'estate and said he IP/mild -draw an
order for the remove today.' He de-
layed the matter that an appeal could
tie prepared, and filed.
of the Broad-
Was. M. . lJii, goeil to 'LiCenter
lient11,
troay, where he is to preach several
114c.-nums and.femain away until Fr'•
.day. Sunda* lie will preach to hi.
ts.ngregation 'tete on "Child Life;
N.Sivall We Live or -gull We Exist."
-A regular meeting of the Padn-
'rah Woman's Christian Temperance
vision will be held tomorrow after-
-noon at A o'clock in the lecture room
431 the First Baptist church. All




...The best quality and the biggest
value ofTcred in Paducah.
Telephone 175 and let us send you
a supply. Three rolls for 25c and each
volt as big as your head.
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Night Bell at Side Door.
MORE CHERUBS.
to New
Death of Several Children Monday
and Yesterday.
Yesterday afternoon at 1:3o o'clock
after a weeks's illness of summer
complaint Richard. the infant son and
only child of Mr. Fred Rudy and wife.
diedi at the family residence on Foun-
tain avenue. The funeral services are
set for this forenoon at ro:3o o'clo:k
at the home. The burial will be in
Oak Grove cemetery.
Frances Boswell Overstreet, she
3-year-old daughter of MT. and Mrs
Artie Overstreet, died yesterday at
8:ao a. m. of spinal trouble- at the
family residence. 1158 Jefferson street.
The funeral will be held this after-
noon at 2 o'clock.
The 4-month-old daughter of Mr
J V. Martin, of 1132 Nnrth Tenth
street, died Monday night at 9 o'clock
of summer complaint. The burial ocs
curved yesterday in Oak Grove ceme-
tery. .1 'Wnerall
The t8-month-old daughter of Ed
Ramsey, of Mechanicsburg, died at 9
o'clock Monday night of summer com-















Mount Carmel, 2.0; standing.
Nashville 11.4; falling.
Pittsburg 5.3; falling.
Davis Island Dam 7.2; falling.
St. Louis 12.2; rising.
Mount Vernon 14.2; rising.
Paducah 11.8; rising.
The Savannah will leave St. Louis
this evening and is due to arrive here
Friday evening.
The Buttorff arrived from Clark,-
ville last night and will leave today at
noon for Nashville.
The Saltillo Will arrive out of the
Tensee dyer today for St. Louis.
The Jim T. Duffy left yesterday for.
the Tennessee river after ties.
CITY COURT YESTERDAY.
Accused in Two Cases Held to
POPULAR WANTS. 4'
+ + + + + + + + + + + + +
WANTED FOR U. S. AP...31Y-
Able-bodied unmarried men betweea
ages ef 21 and 35; citizens of United,
States, of good character an tempe-
rate habits, who can speak, read and
write English. For information ap-
ply to Recruiting Officer, New Rich-
ortond House, Paducah, Ky.
FURNITURE bought and sold.
Williams, 538 South Third avec%
New phone 9o0A.
FOR SALE-Vacant 'otThirteenth
to Fourteenth north side Harrison
street; reasonable. Inquire Dr.
Blyth, second floor Fraternity build-
Mg.
FOR SALE-.A modern home, 6
morns and bath; elegant interior; all
the latest improvements, furnace, heat,
etc. Apply on premises. 416 North,
Fifth street.
FOR RENT-Front room, wlth
board. 421 South Sixth street. Old
phone 1949.
I For Rent-A six room house witb
the al' modern anprovements. Apply 417
Circuit Court. South Fourth street. New 'phone 122
- -
Judge Puryear had the following LUCK IN EYE FOR BEAUTY
cases before him yesterday:
drunk, judgment for Forty Years' Hunt for Missing Man
$1 and costs. Ended in Curious Fashion.
Jordan Wilson. cruelty to animals i
dismissed. I Atlantic, City.. N. J., Aug. at.-
Bob Bartlett, cruelty to animals, dis- Through a chance acquaintance with
missed. I a waitress in Temple cottage, a small
Frank Garrett. defrauding a board hctel on Mississippi avenue, George
bill, fined $to in costs. !Geary of Philadelphia solved the
Nona Bell. breach of peace. con- mystery of the disappearance of his
tined till Ang. 22. 1 Lucie. also George Geary, and ended
Frank Richards. housebreaking. held a forty years' hunt for the older man,
over for circuit court, bond being who is wanted to settle an estate in
fired at yl300. : 
,
Ireland.
Thomas Norfleet, obtaining propre- The pretty girl who attracted thcty by false pretenses, continued 'till ,attentiun of Geary has turned out toAug *2. I be ha cousin and the daughter of the
Lillie Barnes. petty larceny. held lean for whom he has been searchingover till circuit court under $50 bond, since he came from Ireland in 1895.Will McKenzie, disorderly conduct. The two expect to go to Phila,dalthia$io and costs.
Deaths at Near-By Points. -
•Mes Nona Edwards. who lived near
Lamont. in this county, died yeiter-
day afternoon at 2.30 o'clock after
several weeks' illness of typhoid fever.
The deceased was 20 years old and
was a lady esteemed by all her friends.
Besides her 'husband and parents she
leaves a little baby. The remains will
he laid at rest in the McKendree
graveyard this afternoon at 2 o'clock.
Mks. Fronie Pryor. of .New Liberty
111. died yesteday from general de-
bility Aged, 72 years. Her remains
will be buried in the Hammond bury-
ing grounds, near New Liberty. this
afternoon.
Snits Piled Yesterday.
in the circuit court yesterday the
Tully livery stable sued Dr. Edgar
Crutchfield for $925o for damages
done to a horse and - buggy. The
suit grows out of a runaway accident
Mrs. Johanna Stuck sued John and
Nll B. Rogers frir $365 as due on a
note.
W. C. Titssivorth and others suet
Joseph Titcworth and others for sale
and divisirm of the value of r6o acres
of land in the county.
Dr. Reynolds has moved from hie
office in the Fraternity building to
offices over Riley /Pc Cook. the pho-
tographers. on South Sixth, near
Broadway.
211111IMMEM
tomorrow to see the long-missing
man, who is a mechanic and resides
at 1912 Hart lane.
Young Geary says that his uncle
left the old home in Ireland in 186e
after a family quarrel. He was neve.,
licard from again, but his mother
believed him to be alive and be-
queathed a portion of her estate to
him and with it directions for con-
tinuing the search.
When young Geary attained man's
estate the search was handed over tn
him and he came to America, where
after fruitless attemepts to find his
uncle he settled in Philadelphia. He
had given up the hunt years ago.
He came here and met the pretty
waitress. Their first acquaintance
brought out the fact that both had
relatives in the same part of Ireland
and the similarity of names resulted
,n a comparison of family history
that ended in the discovery of re-
lationship.
Geary refused to discuss financial
matters pertaining to the estate. but
said it had grown considerably in
value during his uncle's absence.
amino 'Academy of Medicine held its
regular meeting last night at 8:30
o'clock at the Carnegie Library. Gun-
allot and stab wounds of the abdomen
and their treatment was discussed by
Dr. Frank Boyd The subject for th
next meeting will be appendicitis and
colostomy The next meeting will be
called at 8 o'clock, and all members








TWIN BRAND---OUR OWN MAKE
438 South Second
• Special Ten Day's Sale
PrE-SEE JEWELRY AND OPTICAL CO.,
We are offering a 20 year Gold Filled Ceas, Elgin Movement, for $845.A Seth liscietass Sts.ao Mantel Clesk far .. Ars.Ilbesper's 1847 Knives and Foram, a set,  SIMSGenuine Rows' Teaspoons, a set,  .75
Genuine Roofers' Tablespoons, a ain  $140
OM attire ins al Cut Glass at 30 pin seat. oi of regular price.
Our Hasid Painted Chalk flue a s any line la Me city, at so per cent.
eff r:Z:regpriost-yeen must sea this line tis assimase fully the bargian• wa
ars .
A spatial rellaetion en every article * our store for ro days
stritaly far aids-
Our replan must give you satis fisetioa.
Illym tasted free.
Eye-See Jewelry Co.
355 EDOADWAV, COW maws OW IITANpoe




Subscribe For The Register
Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
vrident, Lite, Liability, Steam Boiler-si,
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We have on hand
For Sale:
3 Horse Passer notor.
L 3 Rome Potwar Your,
sgA Harm TWWIC )0010:.
1 $ Nimes Poorer to.
to Horse Plower Motor.
1 MO 1.401t Ibrsorsom.
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Novelty Works.
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1
S. P. P001., L. 0. STEPHENSON
?A. DUCAH UNDERTAKING CO.
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Now reduced prices fo the best Coal you can buy.
LUMP 12 CENTS NUT 11 CENTS
Let us call and book your order for next winter.
est Kenitticky Coal Co.
Iporsfrt
.13)oth T elephones24.
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